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PREFACE

This report deals with the design, development. and evaluation of a

set of self-instructional modules concerning preinstructional competencies-

for teachers of the handicapped. The project involved a total of 1 mo ules

'dealing with task, and coneept.inalyses,.preparing' a lesson plan, and

\.

.designing instructional games, individualized'reading materials, graphics,

charts and tutoring materials. Most of the moduleSin the project utilized

a combination of filmstrips', audiotape cassettes, and response booklets.

Analysis

A systematic procedure was used'for the'analysis, design, formative

evaluation and fevision of each module. A basic needs analysis identified

the instructional topic for the modules. Learner analysis identified the

'relevant charac,teristic of- 'teacher trainees who are likely to benefit from

the use of the modules. A context analysis identified the resources and

'constraints in. the situation in which the modules are likely to be used.

Task and concept analyses yielded the components of the instructional

content. Specifications for the-modules were drawn up on the basis ofi

these analyses,

Development

The actual design of the module began with the preparation of the

response booklet which contained criterion items based_on the instructional

gbjectives. A script fo; the audiotape ancla storyboard for the visuals

were next created. The prototype materials were evaluated and edited

by a panel of experts and suitably modified on the basis of':heir feedback.

Each module was then tried out on representative students citable
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modifications were made bn the basis of their responses, remarks and reactions.

Evaluation

kA summative field evaluation involved a total package testing in o

field sites under-regular classroom conditions. Trainees' competencies in

specific preinstructional skills were measured through the use of applied

performance' tests whic4, required a transfer of the competencies to real

preinstructional tasks. Attitudes of the trainees toward individual competencies

and toward self-instruction were also measured. Trainees' performances on the

applied tests were evaluated at the two field sites by the local instructors.

When instructor ratings were compared, a discrepancy was fouhd between the

r
performance of the trainees in these two field sites. .Possible explanations

for this discrepancy included differences-between the two instructors and

between the two groups of learners.. There was a strong indication that

the materials were not as independent of the instructor as earlier formative,

evaluation had suggested. Results from the-attitude measurement were more

consistent petyeen the twossitps and were generally positive. Modules

dealing with the production of'a specific instructional material (e.g.,

tutoring materials) were generally perceived to be more interesting and

useful ,than those dealing with the underlying theory (e.g.eoncept analysis).

Trainee attitudes toward self-instruction showed a_g6neral positive shift

as measured by a semantic differential scale: Thus, the project has resulted

- in the production and validation of a set of modules involving those

competencies which enablb teachers of the handicapped to plan and pepare

materials for individualizing instruction.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTiON

Teachers of the handicapped--whether in special education or regular

eleMentary classrooms- -have considerable training and experienee. in inter-

aCtive,instruction.. They are rQady td explain, demonstrate,. question,
d

prompt, probe, aul.provide feedback to a group of learnerS.in a face-to
''

face situation.- In contrast, they generally l'ack the preinstructional

competencies of'analyzing, prescribing, retrievingt and designing ini

structional materials., and the ability to'integrate them into a lesson plan

..-Airhichfocuses on the management of learning instead of teaching:

..,
4'

. a ".4.4. ,
1

I BACKGROUND
--.., is

. ,

Most teachers receive instruction, on stating behaxioral objectives

i _
. '-.

and lesson planning. They.are-also ralUired to undertake these activities

( k
in practicum situa?ions. 'fidwever,4many teachers of the handicapped /

perceive-them' to bp "busywork" and of limited use ih the classroom. 'This

attitude is often due to a misunderstanding of the relationship Between

different preinstructional activities and the actual interactive teaching

of'the lesson. A strong and Systematic4lly planned foundation for instruction

can insure more individualized learning, thus increasing learning efficiency.

There is an urgent need to'provide teachers with an integrated set of

preinstructional competentips with sufficient face validity..
4. lf(

Writing behavidr11 objectives acquires a new meaning and imprtance

Nhen preceded by a task analysis and succpeded by the selectio'n or design 1=
,,,.. .

.

.

. 1

suitable instructional material's. Useful and practical skiliSin qe'areas,
.

0
-Octask and.concept analyses, followed bYjes ns,planned on their basis

it

9
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. 5 are currentlyavailable. nut,' there is a problem in proliiding them to .

(/
-

teachers 'of the handicapped in a flexible format. Until recenfly',.the

e

only teachers of handicapped learners could acquire these pre-
.

4

instructional competencies was by enrolling in traditional leCture and

textbook'courtes. The-ffectiveness of this time-honored approach has still

to be proven.
4

The field,of special education leads other areas in the development

f.

of turri4ulum packages (e.g., Pfau, 1972; Goodsin, 1974). These .

J C

materials have very often been prepared throUih foundation and federal

I

'grants, reflecting the best in systematic development, attractive and
,,

functional packaging, flexible and integrated,asabilityc and innovative

i.
-. v ,

content. Although widely d sseminated, they have Rot been as widely
->

. --

adopted. The integration ofthese instructional packages into classroom

instruction requires a new role for'the teacher, and a new set of competencies.

;\
Under the current system, these-roles and competencies are acquired only

.r.
...,

after a teacher choose Aduse a curriculum package. (or is to d,to use it

W
0 ..

-->

by the administration). Teacher's manuals of,workshops provided by package

develope9 train the teacher in the bse of tat particular package. An Obvlqut,

need in this area is a general' introduction to curricujumpaftages. In

addition to providing a het of preinstructional competencies. to the teacher,

such an introduction can clarify,ious doubts and misconceptions that

f

,he /she may have. Thus, botWthe rate oof adopttn and effective u 6i these
. ./

A

packages can be increased. .

..

.

However extensive such curriculum packages may be, there still, exist

many gaps in the cuviculUm / forWhich there are no prepackaged materials.

In these areas, the teacher is tempted to lecture and "teach" in the interactive

1 2
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Sense of the term, even though .it.May not be .appropriate. Some teachers do

have prodUctiOn capabilities, but veryfew Dave instructional, development skills.

This..As unfortunate p-ince'many pf_the few existing teacher -made. instructional
.

I -

4.--;:. 1

., ,

units-!-hae produced encouraging fresults. The teacher'Probablyknows

materboUi4,the requirement of the children in his/her classroom than

even a profdssional team of instructional -developers. The teacher can,
- .

1 -

retain Control over the content when he /she design's instructional packages.

in such forms-as simple games or classrooni,charts. _Interactive instruction

is transient; a teacheOaces critical pfAlethSAenoonfronted with, the
.

below-avarage.chiid who ,requires remedial instruction, or the above-

average student -"who reqUiressomeo"enrichment" to. keep him Usefully,

occupied, or the,abseutee who ha to catch up with his peers. Rather

..4!, than spend time in tutoring e9ch.of these types of chiAdren, the classroom
. ,

which has a library of flexible instructional units' that can be used

tfficiently provides increased systematic individualized instruction to
o -

, each of these "special" children. But these units first have to be

designed, and there remains very little systematic training available for
, .

the classrroom-teacher at the present time

*,1
Ig*Imm4ry the problems( and needs'of this project resultmed from

a excess emphasis--often'implicit and unnoticed--on interactivateathfng.

While the teacher does receive some training inbecoming.a planner and

manager of instruction, this is usually done 'in a piecemeal fashion. Both.

preservickand inservice teachers need a: systematic approach to thapre-
-

instructional competencies /of 1) analyzing instructional tasks or concepts,

2) deriv g a set of Objectives for the individual systematic

lesson planning, ) soleCting and planning the use of curriculum packages,

13 4..



#
Design instructional games for handicapped learners. Modifcy instruc-

and ,S) utilizing analytic and planning skills to design materials which.

meet the objectives set for every one of their handicapped learners.

General.Objectives for the Program'
,

. 4

)
The mediated program was designed to deal with the improvement of

Treinstructionar competencies of teachers-of the handicapped both in
kl*

`- .

,special education and regular elementary.classrooms. Upon cOmpletion of

\
.

the following set of modules, teachers should be able to demonStrate these

4

competencies:

Specify behavior objectives,. Stafe.a comprehensive set of behavioral

objectives for a lessen of his/her own choice.

Perform a concept analysis. Select a fundamental concept in the lesson

taught, identify the critical/and variable attributes of the concept, and

collect or create a set of suitable examples and nonexamps for teaching

and testing.

Perform a task analysis. Analyze a self-selected lesson topic into

a hierarchical set of necessary and sufficient subtasks.

Plan a lesson using task analysis. Prepare a lesson plan based'on the

analysis of a main ta.Sk.

Plan a lesson using concept analysis. Prepare a lesson for teaching

a concept of his/her own choice. The lesson plan should include the sequence

of'steps, entry tests and posttests, the nature of examples to be used in

different stages of.teaching and4esting, and specification of learner

responses.

Choose a curriculum package. Identify the seven critical attributes of

all good packages, state their advantages and disadvantages, and apply

ciples of selection in choosing a curriculum package.

14



5

tional games for use with handicapped children in his/her classroom and.

adapt existing gamFs for the handicapped to present new topics.

Prepare teacher-made reading materials for his/her handicapped learners.

Plan and write materials matched to the reading achievement level- and

interests cif handicapped children.

Prepare classroom c4prts for handicapped children. Develop a classroom,

chart of his/her own, taking into consideration the nature of fhe-learners,

the content-to be taught, the medium to be used, the timing of the presen-

tation, and the chart's intended purpose.

Produce classroom graphic's for handicapped children,. :DeS,ign his/her

own visual materials to facilitate a handicapped learner's attainment of

(a) prespecified instructional objective(s).

Design tutoring materials. Prepare, try out, and revise a specific type

of tutoring kit which includes a set of flashcards for the learner and a per-

formance aid for-the tutor.

Components of the modules

With the exception of two modules, Specifying Behavioral Objectives

and Choose a Curriculum Package, all the modules in the series are made up

of three components: a response book, an audiocassette; and a filmstrip.

All three components are integrated in a single instructional package.
\

The audiocassette serves as the coordinating element for the module.

This audiotape is also the major source of instruction and information.

Through realistic storylines, dialogues, and narration, the audiotape heightens

the trainee's interest and motivation. Instruction on how to use the other

components is also, provided by this audiocassette tape.

The filmstrip is carefully coordinated with the audiotape through electronic



synchronization (although audible advance tones are also provided on the

taper those without automatic synchronization capabilities). The

,ivisUals permit the use of such graphic devices as live photographs,

6

illustrations, captions, charts0jand proshots to supplement, clarify,

enrich, and focus attention on the message presented through the audiotape.

The response book is the most important component for the trainee, as

it may be retained permanently after completing the module, This book require

the trainee to complete various exercises while progressing through the module.

Such active involvement on the part of the learner is expected to provide

% a blueprint for classroom application of whatbver skills are acquired. The

response book also contains the objectives for the module, flowcharts, qheck-

lists, tableS, references, and other materials which the trainee may need to

refer 6 long after working through the module.

A number of technical standards were established for the instructional

design and production of the mediated series. The need for these standards

T.,

will become obvious when the results of the context analysis for the use of

the modules is revealed. The technical standards that were established in-

cluded:

1. Each module had to be tested on repreSentative members of the

target population under replicable conditions and its effectiveness had to be

clearly demonstrated.

2. Each module had to be sufficiently transportable to permit'effective

q9

use by trainees without the direct support of an instructor.

3. Each module had to be integratable with all other modules in order

to permit use as a total program.

4. Each module had to be-competency-based and include specific behavioral

objectives and criterion-referenced test items.



5. Each module had to meet technical standards for acceptable media

-production quality.

6. Each module had to possess sufficient face validity to satisfy

expert reviewers regarding its appropriateness, effectiveness, and feasibility

for teachers of the handicapped.

A MODULE FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE MODULES
.

Selection of the particular media combination descri _ier for

the modules in this series was not without a strong ratio- 3toloyitch

(1975), in a careful review of media and media selection _es, found

that media attributes cldster into four major categories design of

instructional materials: learner, task, production, and , ..bution, By

comparing a wide variety of media he derived-an optimal &:77 tion,for

obtaining the maximum number of media attributes for the ..:ost. As

Table 1 shows, the combination of print, audiotape, and sir.& or filmstrip

contains all the attributes of all the other media except for three-dimen-

sionality and motion. Hence, where instruction` does not require either

physical manipulation or motion, this media combination is the most cost

effective. The series of modules met the necessary-conditior::: for utilizing

this media combination. Production of a response book, audicassette, and

filmstrip for each'- module required skills which were readily ::vailable to

the project team hand offered the flexible, self-contained training format

that was sought.

4-D model

Thiagarajan, Semmel & Semiel (1974) have evolved a systematic instructional

development model, the 4-121-model, which offers general guidelines for producing

training materials for teachers of the handicapped. This tested model, however,

has provedroved to be too

17
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Table 1'
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X

X
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X

X

X
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general whep applied to the developmeht,of modules in which there is a

prespecified media combination. Stolovitch (1975) has made a number

adaptations to the model and has tested two products with student teachers.

The success.of this adapted model permitted it to 'bed° e the -primary source

document for the development of ahl the modules in the prei., 'iructional

. .

series. This adapted model, shown in F _;ure 1.1, is desdribec below,

Analysis Stage

This stage is concerned with identifying the different factors whiCh

influence the design and development of the instructional modules. Duririg

this stage, a systematic needs analysis 'is tarried out to findthe moyt

appropriate topic for each module. -Based on_ this topic, learner, context,

task and concept analyses are conducted to derive a 'set of instructional

requirements consistent with the needs, environmental-factors, and learner

characteristics, and a set of behavioral objectives based on the structure

of the tasks and concepts°

Needs analysis, The production of an audio-visual training module

should be preceded by a systematic analysis so'that real problems are

identified and arranged inlan order of priority. During this step, symptohs

of the probleM are identified to clarify in specific terms chracteristics

and effects. As the problem is diagnosed, underlying causes are uncovered,

yielding alternative solutions..

Learner analysis. This analysis examines the target audience.

Audio-visual training modules which are produced by.adeveloper without-

careful consideration of the learner's characteristics are usually ineffective

(Gordon, 1970). Content, presentation form, language
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le- and amyl- Just all vary with the' type of ,learner u 41.zing the'

me .1e. L( _lysis permits identification of thog lilarner cil-racteristi s

w1:_ .:h are

th dev(

knowle(

to tc .:,..:rner's attitudes toward the content and the ddio-vises

format :=1-ey to determine language,'style:and media preferencesis'also

untie'

interact with'the design of in truction. In thi step,

-Alstruct. questionnaires,to test\th learner's, entry

s'and.experience. adiable scales are als6 administered

vari

cond

the

sun

Ilj sten, ,./
, , ,

/
,

s. The an audio - visual trainim r-m-s
-

:icy in 141-.Lcb'it is implemented. An analysis
, .

in what situations .(e.g., work-§hbps orcollegi

This analysis includes examing,tion of pi

lab or utilization in order to ensurpmaximum
(

ibilit fc- 1-r,odule

I
uncovets a pricrity in the field that can be dealt_ with by using an audio-

visual,training modUle. The learneinnalysis examines the target au& .ce.

01
._ificazion of istructi gal requirements. The needs an,,lysis

The context analysis establishes the situations in which the module is to

be used.. From these analyses, specifications for the module are made, Theszs.

*

specifications state what. must be done, for whom, and using what approach,

Thesd specifications also identify time, cost, and-rAwre constraints.

Task analysis. Here, the instructional topic is analyzed in terms of

the information, skills and knowledge that the learner must acquire. Each major

element of the content is broken into its component parts. The main Mask is

analyzed into sfabtasks, each of which is further analyzed until the trainees'

entry level reached. Each sdbtask is scrutinized, eliminating the -super-

fluods and trivial. ;)_:
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Concepi ana_ysis. In addition to the Sr and ,-De

acquired by the trainees, there are a number
,

must be mast.ed. The instructional concept

eworks,

re ,,,j,dentif.1

spe.

Jr

concept. is isolated and it.

'xamples and-nonexamples of

.g and testi

.

of nstruc:ional objecii.

or is ' foundation upon

fundamel:LL

eptual

v.. _nd_concept analyses -:.(...idc. ng :::77:,..:1e-

tionai obje ,ctives. These objc. ivL ,, in i,..,

state clearly and unambiguously wh-L. th inr ',We_

k..

,e audio visual training modu16. lese oh 'Fc7.-

a

the mine _ -t they tan expect from the module No

oDjectives.form :,he base for the design of the :1]

d tests.

St,

-le s-DecLficatlon of instructionai'requir=ents td c... es sigals

tart of ;Ile Design stage in the revised mod . The_ st ige involves

Y'
booklet,le steps of media allocation, prep ring initial bl, :ruts for zhe

audiocasSotte and filmstrip components, making prel: _nary revisions, pro-

ducing each. component, and assembling the entire auc_o-visual ttairffil module

in its prbtotype fora. Specifid details of each step in this stage are given

below.

Media allocation, In the revised 4-D model the edia components are

preselected. The audio-visual training module consi.. three major com-

-,

ponents: ,a printed booklet, an audiocassette and trip. T1-.. nstruc-

tional content'is systematically distributed to th a: :opriate cc-

9i



Resonse book. The in

_In!
ch ciiterion-referenced

. arCIten is written which
y4.

is dir L:ed The printe
.

Criteripn items. As trai.)
.

toespond to" the item§.

J .

. for each objecCtive and pro- 1.::e2, ::_11

action geared specifically TO 21.-iS/h;

module the learner retains The resp ..e boob as a

I ,

objectives

re devblope

s the.bds4 from

flch objective

,ference point :lard whic_ ns _ztiOn

13

ed thp rosy look, coptaL7

hrough she r

oonseixpok

Amer-with

situation,

reference. In addition to 's owh'respo

re include,

are propel

-matter expo.

they are : °e4 L._ red

_s -a measure of attainment :

rint for a rrT!--of

lompletion ok) tn a

gof andpersor.L1lized.

Jrtant guide. nes,

information, checklists, -n, _ne respon_ le -.

4'

), Af-7.er the items" in the :sDon: equenced, ..s

evaluated by different expert- S. .:xamine t:. sponse

book for accuracy and releva- :e. 1 :1:77- Iztional devi7.7.ient exper- .10ck,

to. see whether the objective: are -D:7.7 tly and logica._- formulal. Ind whether

the criterion items are vAli, ,
.t11 editOr re7i(ws the appror7lateness,

of the -language and corrects ; v error., From these evaluations, a revised

response book emerges.

Script. The script for the audiotdpe, including the cast oficharacters,

J.

narrative, dialogue, and music, is the main teaching component of the module.

hi
A storyline, kith easity identifiable character?, is created for the script

which teaches toward each criterion item of the response book.( The narration

also provides explanations and direction for other learning activities.
ti

As with the response book, the script goes through repeated valuation.

'Subject - matter - experts examine it to ensure that the message is carried

effectively to the learners. Principles, gdheralizations, and illustrative examples
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receive art:_cular 'scrutiny. In addition, instructional Velopment experts
. ,

I

.

\ c
,

,k

,
.. ) hi

. . l.
study he script fdr.consistency with the objectives,'pr dUction experts :

I . V . It
verif .t4 ::.ripi,fOr audio quality, and language-editors tighten'. the language.

'NO . -' C 4
N.

1°. As the s ril-r.,:approaches.recording, narrators review the script for word
*

.

changes, empasiS and timing. These evaIuations,result in a,prototype'script ,

i _ .
,

ready for recording. '
o

'Ilisual.storyboard. ---,Past as' the script evolves from' the criterion items

in the response book, the visual stdryboard develops as the script is written:. .

The visual component audio - visual training'module servos three functions: -

It, motivates the learner and maintains his interest level.

2) It provides visual. messages which enhal the audio portion.

3) It acts as a focuser of attentions

The visual storyboard is designed parallel to the script, sometimes

'folIowing from the words tf the script, sometimes generating narrative.

The visuals in the storyboard are divided into three major categories:

1) Photographs of the characters in action,

2) yhotographs of materials or objects.

3) Graphics including artwork and lettering.

Once the visual storyboard is complete, rough sketches and t4 script are

submitted for evaluation to production experts.

Prototype production. When all three major components of the audio-

visual training module have been sufficiently revised they are produced in

a prototype form. The responSe bOok is typed, in. its final form. The script

is duplicated in the format required for audio production and distributed

to narrators. Rehearsals are held for the,audio taping session. The script

is recorded and /edited. The visuals are produced in a serj.es of sessions.

24 ts
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.J,ive shots are phgtographed.vh location and graphics are ,,photographed on

a cop
*

-Stand. The end- result is a protOtype module consisting of An

A4a iotape, a series of slides and a response bobk./7----
) .

___..

Assembly. jWhen all 6ompon'ents have been produced, aS'Sembly takes
O. .

place. At thi's stage, the final selection of :visuals ,i's made. 1he re-sponse
,

bodk is duplicated:and bound, and the audiocassette is synchronized with the

15

.

. a p .

. :e0 _'7
slides. The entire,Package is checked for internal inconsistency, errors

, ., . . , .

and omissions. Duplicate copies of all components arc made, and the prototype
.

4 module is then submitted for developmental testing.

Developmental testing. Once the prototype audio-vksual training Module

is assembled, it is tested on.individuals and groUps from the target popu-

lation. These learners are observed and tested both during and after completing

`the m
1
dule'. The aim'at this stage is not to see how well the ledrneris have

learned, but to identify those parts which they'fiild difficult, irreAvant,

and confusing. Testing sessions of this nature with individuals or small .

groups provide extremely valuable feedback for final revispIns. -0;

Expert' appraisal. At the same time that developmental testing is'being

conducted,, e4erts from the subject-matter area and instructional technology

are\askecf to review the prototype materials. Their appraisal is focused

through various checklists and their comments are collected for future

revision.

Revision. As feedback data from developmental testing and expert

appraisal come in revisions,are made in the module. The cycle of testing

and revision is repeated until learner performance and expert comments

appear consistently satisfactoTy. .Thetotal package is now prepared for

, final production.

3
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Final production,

16

Thepfinal, audio-visual tr4ining module incorporates'

all the revisions;detivedfrom,the developmental testing and expert appraisal.
N . e ( , ..,'

The response book is-typeset and iprinted in'its -inal fOrm. The slides
.,.

.

are converted/to a filmstrip. The audiocassette is edited and duplicated.

IThe total module is assembledand.mftde ready for. the field,
,

valuation Stage ,

'- After. the final pfod -tion* and assembly, the audAo,-visual training
. .

module is sub)ected,toan extensive nSummative:evaluati9n,' The evaluatio,
i ,

.

design i?'dependent on the contentrof the modules--is'the module a single

shot material or does it need testing as pdrt of a larger series? Specific

evaluation desigls, thdrefore, flow from they particular requirements of the
't)

overall objective.for each module.

-
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Needs Analysis

CHAPTER 2

BASIC ANALYSES

The cintroductory pages of this chapter provide the basic Aftonale,

for each module in the series on preinstructional competencies for

teachers of the handicapped. This rationale was develOped on the basis

of discussions with teachers of the handicapped, consulting teachers, school

administrators
k special education teacher trainers, and pre-service special

edu ti6'n teacher trainees. Thv following are summaries of the salient

)
points i h emerged from an in-depth needs'analysis of-each module. (.../,,,. cl

q.

Module I: Specifying Behavioral Objectives 4
. ___,

1. The behavioral objectiVesnovement has-an empirical base that dembistrates

the effectiveness of using behavioralgobjectives in education and training,

2'. Mdny states are legislating that teachers must designate specific

individualized behavioral objectives for their handicapped learners

(e.g.,_P.L. 198, Michigan):

3. Behavioral objectives form the base for criterion-referenced eVarGation

(Mager, 1973), which is the'most; appropriate technique for diagnostic

--evaluation of handicapped learners.

)(4,. Behavioral objectives can formr-ethe basis for the selection of suitable

instructional materials for handicapped learners (Rosen, 1975).

5. Behavioral objectives can form the basiS for the design of any type of

teacher-developed instructional Materials.

6. Behav/ioral objectives form the basis for designing a-wide variety of

appropriate classroom ,strategies and learner activities for, handicapped

childreb..

27
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7. Behavioral objectives enable meaningful communication with parents of

handicapped children concerning the-progress of their children. Teachers

can describe in demonstrable terms precisely what competencies children

have acquired.

8. 'Behavioral objectives permit the teacher to individualize instruction

according tothe'needs of each child. By varying specified conditions and

,standards, 'behavioral objectives can be directly tailored to individual children.

9. Behavioral objectives permit the teachers to communicate with one another

and share their ideas concerning instructional strategies and information

for individual students. The concreteness of the behavioral objectives

offers teachers tangible strategies and meaningful results as a common

ground for discussion.

10. Behavioral objectives form a logical progression and sequencing of

learning activities for handicapped youngsters and thereby proVide continuity

as the child proceeds from class to class. Since behavioral objectives are
o

stated at a global level and then broken into smaller enabling objectives,

all the various prerequisite activities form a coherent set leading to the

attainment of some major objective. These major objectives are also sub-

ordinate to greater objectives which may require several years for attainment.

11. Behavioral objectives provide convenient units for planning a le'sson in

the special education curriculum.

12: Through the use of behavioral objectives, teachers can provide a mastery

learning environment which eliminates the competitive atmosphere of

normative evaluation.

Module 11: Task Analysis

1. Task analysis enables a teacher to derive a rational set of behavioral

objectives rather than selecting unrelated sets of items.
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2. Task analysis permits the teacher to 'analyze a main task into all

nepssary and sufficient subtasks, thus minimizing the'number of super-

fluous and unnecessary tasks which might be taught to the handicapped.

learner.
?

3. Task analysis organizes the content of learning into a hierarchial

structure. This enables thetelcher to identify the optimal instructional

sequence.

4. A task analysis provides the basis for diagnostic testing and placement

of individual students in an instructional continuum.

)

5. Task ,analysis allows teachers to better d scriminate between learners

who have the prerequisite skills for a given esson and those who have not

yet acquired these skills.

6. Task analysis enables the teacher to break down a major task into a

number of small steps that are easier for a handicapped child to manage.

7. Task analysis offers a means for cooperative analysis of an instructional

task.so that several teachers can share their expertise in developing a

useable hierarchy of subtasks in an area of,common concern.

8. A task analysis can be converted into a checklist for evaluating the

performance of a child.

9. Tisk analysis forms the basis for tracking the progress of a child as

mvproceeds toward mastery of a complex main task.

10. ,Task analysis forms the basis for the systematic planning of lessons.

Module III: Lesson Planning Through Task Analysis

1. Using task analysis, systematic lesson plans can be derived.

2. This lesson-planning techniqUe-ensures an effective sequence of objectives.

The hierarchy of the task is clearly identified before hand, thus permitting

the lesson sequence to he logically and appropriately structured.
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3. Lesson planning through task analysis ensures that appropriate

materials are seleCted for each phase of the lesson.

4. Lesson planning through task analysis suggests suitable teacher

activities which. are -rialevant to the structure of the task.

5. Lesson planning through taik analysis enables the teacher to establish

learner activities which are meaningfully related to the instructional

task. /-

6. Lesson planning through task analysis provides Xogical and functional

test items.to evaluate and diagnose the performance of handicapped learners.

Hence, the built-in test items force monitoring to take place during every

lesson.

7. Lesson planning through task analysis makes use of the effort and

thought which the teacher puts into the task analyses.

8. Lesson plans based on task analysis are reusable.

9. Lesson plans derived from task communicate both alderarchy

of subtasks and their, interrelationships. This permiis them to be

exchanged among teachers, facilitating planning for all teachers.

10. Lesson plans derived from task analysis can be stored,and built up

over a period of years.

11. Lesson planning through task analysis provides plans which can be

used with parents fbr helping their handicapped children.

12. The specifications in a lesson plan derived froPtask analyses

.,demonstrates to parents, to peers, and to administrators the function

of each activity and material that a teacher uses.

13. Lesson planning gained from task analysis can readily be converted

into self-contained mediated materials.

3
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14. Lesson plans thus derived are so systematically linked that they

A enable continuity to take place when a teacher is absent or when.a pupil
t.

moves to another class.

15. Lesson planning through task'analysis provides a consistent format

for all lessons in the classroom, and thus enables the handicapped learner

to focus on the content rather than the format of a new lesson.

16. Lesson planning through task analysis, as a format for preparing

lessons, matches strategies for concept lesson planning.

Module IV: Concept Analysis

1. Handicapped children lack a solid base of fundamental concepts which

impedes their learning. Therefore, effective teaching of concepts is of

prime importance.

2. Concept analysis techniques shift the teacher's focus from verbal

definitions and rote learning to nonverbal discrimination and generalization

skills.

3. Studies indicate (e.g., Zeaman & House, 1963) that the acquisition of

concepts Is primarily a function of stimulus presentation. Concept analysis

E
suggests the necessary set of stimulus materials to be presented.

4. The use of conveniently available examples often results in stereotyped

understanding and the generalization of concepts. To. eliminate this

possibility, systematic concept analysis ensures organized presentation,

of a rational set of objectives.

S. Systematic concept 'analysis enables the teacher to identify a divergent

set of examples for strengthening the ability of\the handicapped child to

generalize.



..6. Systematic concept analysis permits the teacher t9 identify matched

sets of positive-negative examPleS, focusing the attention of the

handicapped child on the critical attributes of a concept.

7. Systematic concept analysis provides gel examples and nonexamples

for diagnostic testing of the child's attainment of a concept.

8. Concept analysis provides an instructional sequence for teachers,

beginning with clear examples and concluding with close-in nonexamples,

to ensure maxfmim generalization and disp.imination of a 6oncept by .

handicapped learners.

9. Concept analysis translates a number of experimental findings into a
amm---.

set of practical procedures for use by the classroom teacher.

10. Concept analysis provides a base for systematic planning of' lessons

involving concept acquisition.

11. Concept analysis identifies the prerequisite concepts a child must

.already possess in order to acquire a new one.

Module V: Planning a Concept Lesson

TN.\\Lesson planning through concept analysis provides a logical sequence

for he pint handicapped children acquire fundamental concepts that are

essential for further learning.

- 2. The emphasis in lesson planning through concept analysis is on

meaningful student participation. This ensures more learning.

3. This type of lesson-planning pi-bce tire utilizes built-in evaluation

to repeatedly check handicapped 1 rners' attainment of a concept.

4. The concept lesson plan ibased on systen:atic concept analyses that

the teacher carries out an,' enables him/her to translate an analysis into

'a plan of action.4



5. Lesson planning' through oncept analysis incorporates logical sets of

examples and nonexamples to i troduce: prompt, and 'strengthen the mastery

4 'of a concept.

6. Lesson planning through concept analysis requires the teacher to devise

appropriate learner activities which are relevant to the task of mastering

a given concept.

7. Test items vsed in thisippe of lesson plan help the teacher diagnose

areas of misconception by the student.

8. The concept lesson-planing procedure has built-in decision points

which indicate the need for remedial instruction or for more advanced

learning activities., oit\t4

9. Lesson plans thus constructed can be Z1sed and refined over a period

:23

of years.

10. Lesson planning derived from concept analysis can be shared among.

teachers.
a

11. Lesson planning through concept analysis provides continuity in a

teaher's absence or when the child ,moves on to another class.

12. Lesson planning derived from concept analysis offers a means of com-

municating, in precise terms, the rationale foreach activity and material

employed by the teacher.

13. A lesson plan derived from a concept analysis forms the basis for a

self-contained instructional material.

11/ Lesson planning through concept analysis provides a consistent lesson,

format for handicapped children in mastering new concepts.

15. Lesson planning through concept analysis harmonizes with other systematic

lesson planning activities, such as lesson planning through task analysis.
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Module VI: Instructional Games for Handicapped _Children

1. Idttrpctional gabes make many abstract concepts more concrete-for

handicapped children.

2. Converting the instructional 'topic into a game provides many insights

to the teacher.

3. Games focus and sustain the attention of handicapped children.
1

re'N....
4. Games provide repeated 'practice on fundamental skills in a pleasant

C
fashion.

"fr
ti

5. Games provide opportunities for children to acquire social skills.
1

6. Instructional games provide immediate reinforcement for the mastery

of instructional objectives.
o 7

7. Gales enable children to learn from each other in a collaborative

fashion. 1

8. The teacher can manipulate the chance/skill ratio of games in order

to provide;equal chances of success for children at different ability levels.

9. Instructional games can be shared with parents, enabling_them to

reinforce instructional concepts at home without any specialiied training.
O

10. Familiarity with game design principles enables the teacher to use

commercial games more, effectively with the slow learners.

11. Teachers can modify and adapt existing games for use with hvidicappedl

children. These modifications produce more effective learning than the

original versions which are frequently designed for use with "normal"

children . 04,
,J

12. Many areas in the curriculum for the handicapped, lend themselves to

tactive participation on the part of learners. Instructional games fffer

a means of channeling that activity.

34
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Module VII: Choosing a Curriculum Package(

1. Curriculum packages are systematically developed using generous resources

beyond the reach of ordinary publishers. They represent the best in coalkent

and instructional trategies.

2. Curriculum packages are field - tested and validated with handicapped
f

learners. They are accountable for their success.
A

3. Curriculum packages have specific behavioral objeCtives and can be

11_
esiily integratpd int4;the classroom for the handicapped.

-4. By removing the concern about what to teach, curriculum packages enable

the teacher to concentrate on how to teach. \

S. Curriculum packages structure teacher and learner activities over an

extended period of time and thus simplify planning and preparation.

6. Curriculum packages are systemdtically organized-to suit a wide variety

of individual differences among handicapped learners.

7. Curriculum packages have built-in vvirdation and diagriOstic instruments

for prescribing suitable remedial and enrichment activities.

8. Curriculum packages provide structure fcir paraprofessional and volunteer

activities in_the classroom for handicapped children.

9. Curriculum packages are attractively packaged and learner-tested for a

high level of motivation.
6

10. The content of curriculum packages are extremely adequate, valid, and

up-to-date, since they draw upon the resources of top authorities.

11. Curriculum package activities are designed on the basis of sound

psychological principles verified by research.

412. Curriculum packages employ wider variety of instructional media in

the presentation of their conte t to children -with different stimulus needs.



Module VIII: Teacher-madg reading materials

1. Teacher-made reading materials provide mdre personally meaningful,

'instruction in reading to handicapped children.

2. Teacher-made reading materials which are tailor-made to the specific

levels and interests of. individual children provide opportunities for

sustained success.

3. More relevanttcontent in teacher-made reading materials improves

unddrstanding and tfnterest on the part of handicapped learners.

4. Teacher-made reading materials provide opportunities for handicapped

children to become actively involved in planning' writing, and producing

)
reading materials.'

S. Teadher-made reading materials increase4learner motivation; this

enthusiasm transfers to other reading materials.

6. Teacher -made reading materials provide the maximumlkopportunity to

adapt vocabular5c, sentence structure and level of language to the capacities

of the individh children.

7. Teacher-made stories can incorporate the repetition needed by

26

'handicapped learners.

8. Teacher-made reading materials provide reading passages on opics for

which commercial materials are either unavailable or'inappropriate.

0

9. Teacher-made reading materials are inexpen ?ive to roduce in comparison

with their ,impact on handicapped learners.

10. Teacher-made reading Materials can be shared with arents and

volunteers for continued reinforcement of reading activities.

11. Teacher-made reading materials expand the resources available for

reading.

a



12. eacher, -made reading materials provide the teachk with insights. into

the 'teaching of readitg and the use of controlled vocabulary.

-13. Tbachers who create their own reading materials become more efficient

users of basal texts and readers.
O

Module IX: Classroom Charts for Handicapped Children

1. Classroom charts provide a 'proven technique for stimulating the interest,

of handicapped learners in a wide variety of curricular areas. /'

2. Classroom charts provide a focus for discussion among handicapped

learners and thus increase their fluency and expressiv'e skills.

3. The use of classroom charts to provide appropriate reading experience

. is a validated technique in teaching reading to slow learners.

4. The use of classroom chart's elicits student comments and thus encourages

them to participate in the teaching-learning proces.
.0)

S. Very often handicapped children need repeated reviews. Suitable classroom

charts enable the teacher to accomplish this objective.

6. ,Classroom charts provide visual cues for student participation and

discussion duringclass activities.
,

). Through designing-classroom charts, the teacher is forced to clarify

J ..-

in his/her own mind the content of the lesson.

8.. Classroom charts build upon systematic task an concept analysis.'

9. Classroom charts enable the teacher to review previous concepts and

vocabulary at the beginning of a new lesson`

10. Classroom Charts,can be independently utilized by small groups of

leainers to attain instructional objectives.
1,

11. assroomxbarts,are especially useful for nonverbal presentation-of

cpmplex taskssand.concepts.

12. Classroom charts can be easily used by paraprofessionals and vo nteers.

i



Module X: Classroom Graphics for Handicapped Children.

1111*1. Classroom graphicr enable the teacher to prepare suitable charts &I.

"Ns

handicapped children.

2. Graphics can be used to preseht,complex tasks and concepts in at

r

nonverbal fashion to the handicapped learner.

3. Teachefs cah use graphic skills to'make attractive instructional

materialis.

4. Graphic skills canlbe.applied to t(wide variety of instructional media.

S. Where commercial materials are not available for specific needs, the
N4i

teacher can produce tailor-made visual materials'forclarifying concepts.

6. There are many silplified techniques which enable an average teacher

to achieve professional-looking results.,,These techniques are not currently

available in traini programs for teachers.of the handicapped.

7. Simple graphics can be used as effective reinforcers for handicapped

learners.

8. Teacher-made graphid materials cost just afraction of commercially

produced materials.

9. Locally produced graphics readily feflect local conditions; they are

more personally meaningful to the handicapped.

10. ,Many basic graphic'skills can be taught to paraprofessionals and
7

.parentswhn wish to contribute to classroom activities.

11. Teachers gain insights into the structure of tasks and concepts when

they attempt to grapttically represent them.

12. Locally designed graphic materials can be shared among teachers in

order to build up local resources.

s.

3j
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Module XI: reparing Tutorink.Materials

1. Tutoring matexals form the core of instructional assistanceby
-. 1 f

paraprofessionals and parents. _

2. TUtoring materials support peer-tutoring activities in which .

handicapped chidren learn both as tutors and students.

3: TUtoring materials integrate the instructional content and the strategy.
4!,

4. The teacher can prepare tutoring materials on high priority Iesson,topics.

Tutoring materials tia4e self-contained flexibility which permits a high

degree of individualization.

6. No preVious training is necessary for the use of tutoring materials.

This enables the teacher to tap volunteer or peer resources without

setting up-a training system.

7. Tutoring materials'have built-in reinforcement for the success of the

handicapped learners.

8. Tutoring materials can be easily incorporated into lesson plans. 4

9. The use of tutoring has been nationally validatpdover a period of

years and found effective (Ellson, 1974).

10. Tutoring' materials undergo repeated learner verification and

A
revision with handicapped children before they are implemented.

Learner Analysis

The target population for the series was identified as pre-service

and iuservice teachers of handicapped children. The term "handicapped children"

in thi's context refers to children who are mildly mentally retarded, learning

disabled, or emotionally disturbed. The "teachers" refers-to trainees in

t
special e cation courses, student teachers, teachers in special education

,...,



classrooms, consulting teachers for the handicapped, and regular-class

tdochers with handicapped children mainstreamed into their,classroom.

?

To analyze the characteristics of this group of trainees, a questionnaire

30

r

proposed by Thiagarajan, Semmel, and 9emmel (191) was used. Figuree
2.1 showi the questionnaire. ?ince only Minot variations occuildamong

thl learner analyses for each Module, only the results of two of them are

shown in Figures 2.2 and

Context Analysis

40To determine the co

would be used, a context

- -

3, as sampld,.'

itions and constraints under which the modules

nalysis questionnaire wais employed. ThiS questionnaire

is shown in Figure 2.4. As the context was constant across' all modules,

the results of the context analysis for the Task Analysis module are given

in Figure 2.5, as an example of the context forall modules.

Specification of Instructional Requirements

Based on the needs, learner, and context analyses, a set of instruc-

tional requirements for each of the modules was specified. These require-

ments were listed tinder three headings: content req rements, style and

format requirements, andlutilization -requirements. e content require-

ments differed between modules, whereas the styl , format, and utilization

requireMents remained constant. Figures 2.6 pro ides the style, format,

and utilization requirements for all the modules. Figures 2.7 though
\
\

2.17 summarizes the content requirements for each of the modules.'

Task Analysis

Based on interviews with subject-matter ex erts, instructional developers,

sj5ecial education teachers and a study of the available literature on the

various topics for the modules, task analyses were performed. Each task analysis

began with the specification of the main competency to be acquired by the

4
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Subject-Matter Competence

1. At what 'levels are the trainees' current knowledge and skills in
the subject-matter area?

2. What background experiences'do the.trainees have in the subject-
matte' area?

re the trainees likely to have any major misconceptions in the
ubject-matter area?

Attitudes'?
')

4. at are the general attitLyles of the trainees toward the instructional
content?' Are there anysiibtopics within the content toward which the
trainees are likely\to feel very positive or very negatiVe?

at prefqrences for instructional format and media do the trainees
ave?

' Language

6. What is the language' level of the trainees? How much of the special-
,

ized terminology is,in their vocabularies?

7, What preferences for stylesdf language (e.g., conversational or
scholarly) do the trainees have?

Tool Skills

8. Do the tr4q.nees, have any sensory-perceptual deficiencies that will
require special attention?

9. Can the trainees handle the instructional materials and equipment?

Figure 2,1 Learner analysis questionnaire.

11
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.

Subject-Matter Competence

Trainees have considerable theoretical knowledge of different
types of handicapped children and special classrooms. They are

.knowledgeable in specific' curricular areas; able to work with a topic
for instructional game design. They have heard about instructional

:games and have,seen them being used in special classrooms. However,
very few of them have considered the possibility of designing a game.
Their conception of instructional games is mostly limited to funl,%c-
tivities and "busy work."

Attitudes

The trainees' general attitude toward designing instructional
games is.positive, although they are somewhat skeptical as. to the games'
uses. Most of them believe that a game. could be designed very easily,
and the amount of time required for the design, tryout, and modification
of a game will increase their skepticism.

These trainees do not like a. textbook lecture approach. They will
respond positively to a self-instructional media package.

..(;)

Language

Specialized instructional-design and game-design terminology is not a
part of the trainees' vocabularies. They can, however, handle fairly
sophisticated terminology about handicapped children and special education.
Trainee preference is'for a conversetional,,rather them a "textbookish,"
style.

'Tool Skills

Trainees do not have any major handicapping conditions. They will be
able to hence media equipment with some instructions.

Figure 2.2 Learner analysis for the audio-visual training module on instruc-.
.tional 'games for handicapped children.;,

42
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Subject-Matter Competence

Trainees have received some degree of professional training in educa-
tion, and some knowledge--either theoretical or practical--of handicapped
children. Some teacher training programs require art education and/or
audio-visual courses while others do not, so the design of this module assumes
no previous special knowledge or expertise in producing classroom visual

materials.

Attitudes

Trainee attitudes toward use of graphic materials in the classroom range
from positive to very positive. Self-appraisal of trainee ability to pro-
duce satisfactory classroom materials of their own range from very negative

to slightly positive.
1

Trainee attitudes toward the use of individually accessable self=paced
materials is generally positive, with the reservation that most learners are
uneasy about being asked to operate audio-visual machinery.

Language

Trainees possess a sophisticated vocabulary about education, but gener-
ally have little background in the use of technical art or, audio - visual terms.

They prefer simple, conversational English with concrete and familiar
examples, and a minimum of technical jargon.

°Tool Skills
,

ft

Traineesdo not have major handicapping conditions, but are untrained

in the manipulative skills required in assembling graphic art materials.

Figure 2.3 Learner analysis for an audio-visual training module on classroom
graphics for handicapped children.

43
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1. Who are the major target-trainees?

2. Is the material to be used with an instructor?

3. What major delivery systems are required?

4. How is the material to be introduced and integrated into a total

program?

S. What support facilities are available?

6. What media equipment is available?

7. What extrinsic reward systems are operative? \

8. What type of testing and grading is employed?

9. What are the cost constraints?

10. What are the scheduling constrains?

Figure 2.4 Context analysis questionnaire.
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1. Target-trainees. Both pre-service and inservice teachers of the

handicapped.

2. Instructor. For inservice trainees, a coordinator issues the task

analysis material and monitors its use. For pre-service traiffees1
there isia faculty advisor.

3. Delivery systems. Essentially for individual or small-group Lie,
but capalile of being used with large groups as well.

4. Introduction/integration into a total program. Modular format, to
permit flexible use in a variety of special education courses.

S. Utilization facilities. Learning resource centers, libraries,
study carrels, student home facilities.

6. Media equipment. Individual filmstrip viewers, audiocassette players,
synchronized-sound filmstrip viewers.

7. Extrinsic reward system. For inservice teachers, the task analysis
module can form part of a course for college credit, i.e. be applied
toward certification. For pre-service trainees, the module contributes
toward course credit.

8. Testing and grading. As the module is competency-based, tests are
performance-oriented and grading follows a mastery=learning format.

9. Cost constraints. Under,$50 purchase pri6e for the complete module.

10. Scheduling constraints. The module must be-of less th-n 6° minutes
duration, and provide for approximately 30 to 60 minu L,. of follow-
up activities.

Figure 2.5 Context analysis for an audio-visual training module on task

analysis.

45
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Style and Format Requirements

1. Assume minimal 'competencies on the part of the trainee related to

the content of the module.

2. Use a conversational, but at the same time professional, 1. age with
A

a minimum of technical terminology.

'3. -Incorporate a large .number of examples that relate v specifically

4to the problems teachers of the handicapped face every day.

4. Provide ample opportunity for actua' practice' of the preinstructional

competencies presented in the module.

5. Use a variety of teachers from all walks of life and from various

ethnic backgroun05 as model teachers with whom trainees 'can identify.

UtiliZatibn Requirements
C

1. The module should be self-contained, without any need for an instructor.

2. The module should permit flexible use with individuals, small groups,

and laYge groups.

3. The module should be portable 1, emit easy delivery to different places.

4. The module should be comp e with the most commally available filmstrip

projectors and audiocassette recorders.

5. The cost of the module should not exceed $50.

6. The actual viewing time for the module s uld not exceed 30 minutes.

Figure 2.6 Specification of instructional requirements for all modules in
the preinstrunional competencies series: style,' format require-
ments and utili:ation requirements.

4b
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. 1. Identify the major components of an instructional objective. Provide

practice in discriminating betjween acceptable and unacceptable behavioral

terms.

2. Provide practice in writing behavioral objectives complete with

acceptable conditions and standards.

3. Provide practice.in assembling series of behavioral objectives that

coherently relate to one another.,

4. Have trainees write, edit and rewrite behavioral objectives. Get

them to cross edit and tritique each other in order to eliminate

trivial types of objectives.

Figure 2.7 Content requirements for specifying behavior objectives.
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1. Outline a simple yet systematic procedure for doing a task analysis

using nontechnical language.

2. Show how task analysis organizes the content of leaning into a

hierarchical structure in which all parts are logically connected.

3. Specify means of pinpointing handicapped learnOst entry levels.

4: Link task analysis to the structuring learning sequences.

S. Outline ways the°teacher caeuse task analysis to 1.) communicate with

parents, colleagues, and administrators, 2.) diagnose handicapped

learners; and 3.) evaluate the performance of a child.

Figure 2.8 Content requirementsffor task analysis.

e.

1
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1. .Show. how task analysis forms the 'Vase f,46r lesson planning. Stress

that this approach is less time-consuming than many other lesson-

planning techniques.

2. Provide a lesson plan form that links the task analysis to the sys-

tematic specification of behavioral objectives for a lesson, selec-

tion of materials, specification of teacher and pupil activities,

statement of test items, and form of remediation to apply when a

handicapped child does not meet criterion.

3. Present lesson planning through task analysis as a means of providing

a solid rationale for all lesson activities in a form others, partic-

ularly parents, can comprehend.

4. -Offer lesson planning` through task analysis as a means of buil,ding up
. -

over the years systematiqiii planned lessons which can be shared among
jr

teachers.

1'
Figure 2.9 Content requirements for lesson planning through task analysis.

43



1. IdentiT concept analysis as the most effective means of structuring

strategies for providing handicapped learners with the host of funda-

mental concepts they require to cope with the world around them. The

emphasis must be on the prime importance of effective concept teaching

for the handicapped child.

2., Describe in detail how a teacher can define a concept in terms of its

critical and variable attributes.

3. Provide practice dn creating exampleS\no7mples, and matched positive

and'negative examples as a means of clarifying the c/ _ical attributes

of a concept to the handicapped learner.

14. Stress the importance of generalization and discrimination in concept

acquisition. Relate this to the problems of over- and undergeneration.

Figure 2.10 Content requirements for concept analysis.
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Introduce lessoniplartning, ihrough the use of concept analysis as
i

means of systematically structuring .concept lessons for handicapped

learners,, i.e., a Means of translating concept analysis to a plan of action.

2. Outline the procedure for planning w concept) lesson including:

incorporation of logical sets of examples and nonexamnles intr

duce a concept, specification of karner activities, specification
Aft,

of test items , and decisi n pdints for remedia instruction. Stress,

that this lesson-plan ling approach reduces the time a teacher reAL4res

to design useful and usable lesson plans.

3. Link important factors such as communicability of the lesson plah,

reusability of accumulated' -T-)rent lesson plans, and the possibility
v.

of sharing plans with other teachers, to the ben-fieial aspects

of this technique

4. Strr'ss that this le: ,n-planning approach harmonizes with lesson

planning through task analysis.

5. As the- entire concept analysis technique is very new to the trainees,

provide profuse and f iliar examples to illustrate how concept lesson
:7+

planning has been utilized by other teachers of the handicapped.

Figure 2.11 Content'requirements or planning a concept lesson.

vflitzaccry,
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1. Discuss the use, modification, and adaptation of instructional games

for handicapped children.

2. Provide a rationale for the use of instructional games with handicapped

children.

3. Offer some typical frame games as examples of games which lend them-
,

selves to adaptation for new content and use in a wide variety of cur-

riculum areas.

Figure 2.12 Content requirements for instructional games for handicapped. children.

5-2
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1. Describe'what a ,cur iculum,package is and show how it has been sys-

tematically developed to assist Lachers of handicapped learners individ-,

ualize more readily.

2. Provide a model for teachers to use in assessing the usability of a

curriculum package for his/her context.
0

3. Point out the_advantages and disadvantages curriculum packages have for

teachers of the handicapped.

Figure 2.13 Content requirements for choosing a curriculum` package.
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1. Describe how teacher-made reading materials provide more personally

meaningful reading instruction for the handicapped learner, and how this

Ivp, of locally produced materials, through involvement of both

teacher and child, can increase a child's interest in reading,

2. Provide a systematic procedure for teachers to follow in preparing

their own reading materials.

3. Discuss ways teachers can utilize parents and volunteers in the pre-

paration of teacher-made reading materials.

4. Include methods for incorporating teacher-made reading materials with

--commercially available curriculum materials.

Figure 2.14 Content requirements for teacher-made reading materials.

fi
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/°
Demo trate how classroom charts can stimulate the inVrest,of handi-

capped learners in a wide variety of curricular Wes.

"2. .,Integrate tie design of classroom. charts with the various types of

analyses teachers can use to plan lessons.

3. Provide an assortment ofdesign techniques for preparing classroom charts.

1

figure Content requirements for classroom charts for handicapped children.
\

6

A
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1. Present basic information related to possibilities and limitations

involved in designing anfl using teacher-made classroom visual materials,

2. Discuss basic,design principles .involved in building successful

classroom graphic materials.

3. Provide. trainee practice and exercises for acquiring rudimentary

'skills in designing and producing typical classrooni visuals.

O

Figure,2.16 Content requirements for classroom graphics for handicapped children.
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-1. Describe a systematic procedure teachers can follow for preparing

tutoring materials which can be used by paraprofessionals, volunteers

and parents.

2. Relate the tutoring materials to the need for individualizdtion on

the part of handicapped learners and explain how the "tutoraid"

approach to the preparation Of tutoring materials permits the teacher
p

to be aware of °what both tutor-and- child are doing at any-moment,

Describe thethe procedures a teacher can fallow in preparing his/her

tutoring materials for learner verification and revision.

Figure 2.17 Content requireMerits for preparing tutoring materials.

57



trainee. These main tasks-, were then analyzed into the sufficient and

necessary subtasks required far the cdmpetency. The subtasks were then

further analyzed into prerequisite competencies until the entry level

of the trainees was reached. The task analyses were then carefully

reviewed by both content experts and instructional developers. All trivial, .

superfluous, and unnecessary subtasksvere eliminated. The leanest possible

structure forthe acquisition of the specified main competency was thus'

derived. Figures 2.18 to 2.28 contain the final edited versions of the task

analyses for each of the mosiules.

Specification of:Instructional Objectives
I(-)

Basoild on the task analysis performed for each of the modules, sets of

'instructional objectives were derived. These objectives were matched
a

1

against the'instructional requirements in order to ensure that.they harmonized
a

with skills teachers of handicapped children actually require. Whereveiodis-

crepancies between the requirements and the objectives were discove ed,

changes were made either by deleting superfluous objectives or adding necessary.

ones. The objectives for Ach of the modules are contained in Figures 2.29

to 2,39. Both the general overall objective and the enabling objectives for

each module are given.

5
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Stating a comprehensive set of

behavioral objectives for a lesson

Writing behavioral objective-4

r Spegifying behav-

ioral terms

11
Specifying

conditions

FDentifying suitable

action verbs

[ Editing behavioral objectives

Specifying

standards

Identifying unsuitable

action verbs

Figure 2.18 Task analysis for the module on specifying b avioral objectiveS.
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gure\ 2.19 Task analysis for the module on concept analysis.
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Analyzing a lesson into a
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the main
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Figure 2,20 ask analysis for the module on task analysis.
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SpeEifying

objectives

Analyzing

task

Converting task
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Specifying

materials

1W

Specifying

teaching

materials

Specifying

testing

materials

Specifying

activities

Specifying

teacher

activities

Specifying

learner

activities

Figure 2,2l Task analysis for the module on lessbn planning through task analysis. /1"
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Figure 2.22 Task analysis for the module on planning a concept lesson.
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Selecinkand using a curriculum package

Identifying

a curriculum

package

U

[

Using a
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ition on curric-
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suitable

curriculum Backap

Identifying Identifying Stating prin- Preparing a
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Figure 2.23 Task analysis for the module on choosing a curriculum package.
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sing, modifying and instructional games
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tional games
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\.,Revising
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Adapting instruc-
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44.

Selesrping

a frame

5,

Loading
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Figure 2.24 Task analysis for the module on instructional games for handicapped children.
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'Figure 2.25 Task analysiS for the module oh teacher-made reading materials.
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Develop Appropriate Classroom Charts
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FigdV 2.26 Task analysis for the module on preparing clasSroom charts for handicapped children.
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Figure 2.27 Task, analysis for the module on classroom graphics for handicapped children.
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Figure 2,28 Task analysis for the module,on preparing tutoringlaterials. ,
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GENERAL OBJECTIVE s- The teacher traiee-Vill be able to state a
comprehensive set of behavioral objeitives for a lesson of his/her
own dhoice.

/

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES: t )

1. ID NTIFY action verbs which are suitable for use in statements of
behavioral objectives.

2. IDENTIFY instructional objectives which are unacceptable e en though
they contain a behavioral term. .

3. WRITE a cpmplete instructional objective which contains a
behavioral term, conditions and standards.

,--'

,,..

4. Given an incomplete behavioral objective, ADD. suitable standards
for the student's performance.

. EDIT and REWRITE a behavioral objective using a checklist.

t,

or-

t6

Figure 2.29 Objectives for the module on specifying behavioral objectives.
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GENERAL OBJECTIVE: Upon completion of the module, the teacher
will be abl to analyze a self-selected lesson topic into a hier-

t archical set f necessary and sufficient subtasks.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES:

1. SPECIFY a main task appropriate for undergoing task analysis.

IDENTIFY subtasks at the preceding level of difficulty.

3. TREAT each subtask as a main task and IDENTIFY simpler -tasks
at preceding levels of difficulty.

4. STOP the analysis when a subtask reaches tHre"pupilts entry level.
..--.,

5. CONVERT 'a'AtAk analya(is into a learning sequence.
'1.,!1

,;..,

p

r

Figure 2.30 Objectives .for the module on task analysis.
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GENERALOBJECTIVE: Upon completion of the module, you willbe able to
prepare a lesson plan based on an analysis of a main task.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES:

1. CONVERT each item of a task analysis to a behavioral objective.

2. SPECIFY materials required to help learners attain each stated
objective in the lesson plan.

3. SPECIFY teacher activities whioh will help the learners attain
the objectives in the lesson plan.

4. SPECIFY children's activities which will help them attain each .

objective in the lesson plan.

5. CONSTRUCT,a criterion item to test the attainment of each
,objective in the lesson plan.

Figure Qbje °tives for the module on lesson planning through task allaiysis('

(
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GENERAL OBJECTIVE: The teacher trainee will be able to select a
fundamental concept in the lesson he /she beaches, identify the critical
and irrelevant attributes of the concept; and collect orcreate a,
set of suitable examples and nonexampleS for teaching-and testing.

J.

SPECIFIC,
:12.3OBJECTIVES:

1. DEFINE and GIVE EXAMPLES of the follOwing concepts:
(a) concept, (b) example (c) nonexamplel (d) attribute, (e), critical
attribute, and (f) irrelevant attribute.,,

1--
IDENTIFY oritical and irrelevant attributes of a concept selected
'from any lesson you1plan to teach.

3. COLLECT 6.r CREATE a: set f (a), ctgar examples and (b) diave/gent

examples of the c ncept you sel,ectRd, using the lists of critical
_oand,ijrelevant at.tribu-Le,.;.

4. COLLECT or CREATE a set' of (a) close-in nOnexamples and (b) matched
/ example-nonexample pairs of the concept you selected using the
lists of critical and irrelevant attributes .

Figure 2.32 Oblectives for the module on concept analysis .
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9

GENERAL OBJE-CTIVC : Th teacher will be able to prepare a lesson for
teaching a concept of is/her own choice. The, lesson plan should `in-
cludeelude the sequence of s eps , entrA,tests and posttests, the nature
of examples to be used in diff'ere stages of teaching and testing,
and specification of learner res uses.

SPECIFIC OBJEcTIVES:

1. PREPARE aTOentry test to check the learner for prerequisite
discriminations.

NAP

2. PREPARE, a classification test to check the learner'5 mastery
of the concept' an' d to, diagnose his error Nitterns.

4

SPECIFY the objective for 4 concept lesson in terms of general-
izations and discriminactions to be demonstrated by the learner.

. , ,, /
4_., SELECT a set of clear eAmpl-et to introduce4.the Aiconcept to.

7.the learners. 4

\

.5: SELECT matched sets of examples 'and 'nonexamples to ffroviTde
discrimination training to learners d 1

6. SELECT a set of divergent examples to extend the learner's
range of generalization.
et ,

7' , PREPARE' a set of examples and nonexamples to)PrSvide practice* ---, ,.to the learners in geryeralYzing the concept.) ...-,

4
,--- r

8. INTERP individual -,10arner's performanse on the classification
test v

9. PREKRIBE suitable remedial instruction'-for the individual learn-
er on 4e baS'is of his performance on the classification test.

4

;It

Figure 2.33 Objectives for the module on planning a concept lesson.
$6.
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GENERAL \OBJECTIVE: The trainee will be able to modify instructional
i;games fdr use with handicapped children in his /her classroom and
adapt existing games to present new topics.

SPECIFIC' OBJECTIVES:

1. EXPLAIN the }advantages of using instructional ,games,,with
handicappedichildren.

2 Given sufficient directions, PREPARE play materials for an
instructional game and USE them with-handicapped chitdreii.

3. TRY OUT 'a given-instructiOnal game with handicapped children
and MODIFY it to make it miJre suitable for the children.

4. ADAPT a given instructional game to teach a new imstr c ional
;-"ftopic.--

1.

L.

V f

1!'l
,,

anFigure 2.34 Ot iyjecties for the/module on instructional games for hdicapped
*children': . - :..

..'
Tri,,;- L f -

.,
.f.
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GENERAL OBJECTIVi: The trainee shal
butes of all ;good packages, list the
and apply principles of selectiOn in

1 list the seven critical attri
it advantages and disadvantages
choosing a curriculum package.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES:

STATE sevex'al critical attrabutes of a curriculum package.

2. LIST the advantages of using curriculum packages in the classroom.

3.- LIST the disadvantages of
cl sreom.

IDENTIFY appropriate places
packagei.

S. STATE the "principles

the cAssroom.

6. USA. a Chec6ist to 'help make

using curriculum packages in the

)
to get information about curriculum

of , curriculum package.; seleption'-for use in

a selection'o a curriculum package.

4k,

Figure 2.35 ObjectLves for.,,the module on cliObsi g a curriculum package.
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r

GENERAL OBJECTIVE': The trainee shall plan and write materials
.matched to the reading.achievement level and interests of
:handicapped children.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES:

1. gST,the steps in planning materials.

'2. WRITE materials 'at a selected grade level.

3. REWRITE these materials at lower grade levels-

4. DESIGN a criterion test to ascertain whether studOlats are
meeting the objectives set for the materials.

4i7

4

7

Figure 2.'36 Objectives for the mOlule un'teacher-made reading materials.



GENERAL OBJECTIVE : ,Jhe trainee shall be able to deVelop a classroom
,4h art. of his/her own, taking into consideration the nature of the-
learners, the content, to be taught, the medium to be used, the timing
_oaf presentation, and the chart's intended purpose.

'PECIFIC OBJECTIVES:

1. DEFINE classroom charts in terms of format and purpose.

2. IDENTIFY three media in which classroom charts can be produced.-

3. LIST a variety of uses to which Classroom charts can be put.

4. RELATE the educational uses of classroom charts 4 thb timing of
their presentation.

5. OUTLINE six steps involved in planning a classroom Chart.

,6. STATE advantages and limitations of the use of classroom charts.

PLAN -a classroom chart fo specified educational purpose.,

figure.2.37

Air ,

Objectivs for the module on classroom charts..

4}
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GENERAL OBJECTIVE: Thear tudent will acquire a basic body ,of know-
ledge about available possibilities for'usinggraphicMaierials in
the classroom and will learn four spetific skills'Ior making his own
visual materials.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES:

-1. LIST a variety of presentation modes which use teacher-made.
graphic materials.

2, ENLARGE or REDUCE a line'drawin using the squ aring method.

' 3. CREATE captions suitable for, classroom use utilizing dry
transfer jetters-

4.

4. MOUNT materials for display using the permanent rubber cement
mounting technique.

CREATE a classroom poster using manipulation N line drawings
tear sheets, :dry transfer letters, and rubber cement.

-

Figure 2.38 Objectives., for the module on classroom graphics for handicapped
children.

p
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GENERAL OBJECTIVE: The teacher will be able to prepare, tryout, and
revise a specific type of tutori g kit which includes asset of flash-

.

.cards for the learner:and.a per rmance aid for the tutor.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES:

1. USE tutoring materials in..a .imulated situation .

2. SELECT a suitable skill to be taught through the tutoring materials.

3. OUTLINE a tutorial lesson on Ae'selected skill.
L

4. PREPARE a set of flashcards for use in .tutoring the selected skill.

\ :

5. DESIGN the, strategy fora tutoring lesson. , .

. ,

'6. DESIGN the strategy for individual items of the'lesson.

7. PREPARE a perermance aid for-the tutor's reference;.
o

. TEST the tutoring,Material with a chil4Nikl'make suitable
revisions. 4

9. TEST the tutoring material with a tutor. and make suitable
revision's.

10. -TEST tutoring materials with a-tutskr and a child and make
suitable revisions.

,

er

Figure-2::3,9 Objectives for the module on designing tutoring materi4



CHAPTER 3

DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE MODULES

4

Once all the analyses were completed and the instructional require-

ments and objectives specified, the design and production of the actual

audio-visual modules began. The activities carried out in this stage

are described below-0

Media Allocation

The preselected ttudio-visual media; combination consisted of a re-
0

$0.1415,p book, audiocassette and filmstrip. Once th'e objectives'and re-
,

71

quirements were specified, allocatipiiofjhe instructional message to these

_different media-components took Plate. .FOIloWingherationale employed

in the revised 4-D Model, each component was...-designed. to, carat part

of instruction for which it was best suited. '40
ft.

Design of"Response Book

The response book for each module..contains the following four

'major items:

The objectives of the module.

2, Criterion-referenced test items which match these objectives.
e

3. A permanent record'of the trainles' responses and hence.a sek

of pel'sonal gaidelinesfor'implementing the preinstructional

aompetencies. Containedin: tIte.todUle in their ciwn classroms.

4. Useful hints and follow -up r6adings":,
.

.

The criterion-referenCed-item were developed from the objectives.
7

As the script for the Audiocassette was develOped, these items were

adapted to fit a story line. Examination of any of the response, books

shOws
t

. *
the match between the objectiVes and the -cr.iteriork.,Items. ft Figure

4b

3.1



Objective 1:

SELECT a suitable skill to be taught through the,use.of tutoring materials..

Criterion Item:

What skill are you going to teach with your tutoring material'?
DeScribe it briefly here.

Objective 2:

OUTLINE,a tutorial lesson on the selected skill.

Criterion Item:

Prepare an outline for your tutoring material by:
1. Writing down, the specific objective.
2. Specifying the flashcard format at different levels

of -difficulty.
ro

Objective 3:

RBEPARE a set

caq terion (tem:

Prepareia complete set of flash cards. :You will need a packet of 3 x 5
indx cards and felt-tipped pens of 4iffereht thicknesses for this task.

a

flash. cards for iise in tutoring the selected skill.

Objective 4:

DESIGN the strategy for a tutoring

;criterion Item:

,Design the strategy for your tutoring _Lesson by specYfying:

1. . Criterion for mastery. X:
...

.,-.

,2. Procedure for reviewing flash- cards. Affr a

'''a.. Sequence, of presentation of the flash. cards
%. .t

1

A'.L7_:___:__-71.____7_7______

. iKure
f. ''"

,..

3.1 Objectives and matching criterion items for the mod,)1 On deSigning
.

.

tutorin materials. (
,x,..

-..c.:t ,

v. ,

,,, ./
z:-. c.
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Objective' S
,

_ .

DESIGN the strategy for the individual items 'o'f the lesson.
..

Criterion Item:

,Design.a tutoring strategy for individual flash cards in your tutoring
material.

r .

. Write down a list. Make sure that these steps form a brightening sequence
from the most :diff,icult form of the task to the easiest one.

Objective 6:

PREPARE a performance aid for the tutor's reference.

...7- .
. _

Criterion Item: e

Using the tutoringstrategy for the individual flash cards which you have
specified, prepare a flowchart for_use by your tufor,s. +...

-

fir...._-__
J. . .

Ob ve 7'
..

'- 6

TRY OUT the tutoring material with a chi Id and make necessary revisions.

.
,Criterion Item: ,.

.

Try out your tutoring pbaterial with four or five indil.)idual children. Make

suitable revisions on the basis of their performance.

Objective. 8:
. .

TRY OUT the tutoring material with a tutor and make suitable revisions:

.

Criterion Item: .. ei ,
. . f

. .

-...
Try out your tutoring material

1
with one or two individdal tuto:fs. Have dieln

tutor-youwhile you play the role bf a sIldw child.. Maki' suitable moCificiations.
.,.

(----4&----

.

, SI

I

'Figu're 1 Continued.

4'
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/

Objective 9:

TRY OUT the tutoring material with a tutor a child and make suitable
a

revisions.

Criterion Item:

Try out your tutoring material with-one or more tutors and children. Make
suitable modifications.

Figure 3.1 Continued.

,

b 4
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shows thematch between objectilies and the criterion items fCir the module

on designing tutoring materials.

The audio script for each module follows a standard format. Trainees=

are introduced to a teacher or teachers of the handicapped who are

engaged in trying to solve some particqiar problem. Through narration
4

and dialtigue in a school setting, trainees vicariously share in the

problem& and experiences of these teachers. The scripts always lead

the trainees toward each criterion item of the response books. Trainees

are then required to respond actively with reference to their own personal

experiences. How would th4y help the teachers? What would they do in

planiiing their own programs? The scripts provide feedback to the

trainees, allowing them to evaluate their own responses. Figure 3.2

provides a segMent of a sample script that exemplifies-the techniques

described above. The script segment is from the module on planning a

Concept lesson.

Visbal Storyboarding

As each script evolved, so did the visual storyboard for'the module.

In the design of the visuals, attention was paid to various principles

of perception (Fleming, 1970) and to the careful integration-kthe visuals
.2.

with the audio script. The Nisual storyboard received repeated evaluations

from subject-matter experts and technical specialists. A'sample visual

storyboard is describlit in verbal form beside the appropriate. text of a

script segment from the module on designing tutoring materials (Figure 3.3).

0

1 4Etprt Appraisal

Each module was submitted for, repeated appraisal by experts. The

rA.ew panel included:,
'A

q3.to



13/
\

Mr. Stoner: .:"Tii5 going to

more'above/things. Watch
the Tpncl,above the book

ChildreA0 Yes.

stb4 you kany
carefu2ly, Is

'now? .

4,

Mr. Stoner: Is the book above the pencil
now?

Children: Yes. +.2V

Mr. Stoner: That's -John;which
of the two things should be bigger? Is
it the upper thing oielle lower thing?

. John: The lower .thing...No, the upper-
,

thing.,., No, I guess the lower and upper
thing can be big.

Mr. Stoner: That's right, JOhni. When
you talk about above, you need two things.`
But the top one can be big; or4the bottom&
one can be big...ues; Ellen 4
Ellen: Mr. Stoner, can both things be
big?

Mr. Stoner: That's _very good, Ellen!
In an 'above' sentence both things can be
the same size. They can both be big
orvsmall...Now watch these three pictures
and tell me if 'above' things are aJimeys
living things...(fade

Narrator: Ready for your observation
test? Please turn to page 8 for the quiz
on Step 4. Turn off the tape while you
work on this.

it

Given below

QUIZ ON STEP 4

are four questions based upon your recent observdtions of

Mr. Stoner's classroom. Read each question carefully and check the most

4
Figure.,3.2 Script segment from the module on planning a concept lesson

r
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- * -Th

.: appropriate'answer46) gii-en el'ow;:the iuestion, Y'ou maY choose more than

a 4-
IL

one dltei'mative for eiPch,question if necessary.

1. Jihat would you say is the purpose of this step?

( ) To provide generalization training so that the learners
could identify new examples.
/\

It
V

( ) To provide discrimination training so that' the learners
, could identify nonexamples.

( ) To provide training in both generalization and disk-imination.

2. Which of the following could be a specific objective-for this _step?

( ) The learner shall identify the critical attributes in the
examples presented.

) The learner shall identify the variable attributes in the
examples presented.

3. What type of examples and nonexamples does the teacher use?

( ) Clear-cut examples.

(- ) Divergent examples.

( ) Matched pairs of exarDples and nonexamples.

4. What are the major teacher activities C.-'ng this step?

( ) Show the examples to the learner .

( A Show the nonexamples to the learners.

( ) Ask learners to identify the critical attributes in the
examples.

Ask learAers to identify the variable attributes in the
examples.

Please restart the audiotape after completing this quiz.

AO.

Figure 3.2 Continued.
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-
,

82. "so t a suitable 82/You begin these tryouts by se-,
thi e.--1

(C TION) lecting a suitable child. Make sure
( DUNDANT COMBINATION) ,t,

83. Child doing a math page.
Tutor sitting on floor
holding flowchart.
.Angle over tdtor's
shoulder to show .flow-
chart and child.
(LIVE SHOT)
(SUMMATIVE COMBINATION)

84. Child laboriously writing
number in box on papei.
(LIVE SHOT)
(SUMMATIVE COMBINATION)

85. Child looking intently
at handful of pennies.
(LIVE SHOT)
(SUMMATIVE COMBINATION)

that this child represents the type

of children for whom the tutoring
;-

material is deSigned.

'11)
83/Td. him thro'ugh the znateriatls

by following your own flowchart

and lesson strategy. As you tutor,

watch for various problems.

84/For example, during our tryouts

with the addition tutoring aid we

originally required the child to

41t.
write the sum of the t cbnumbers in

the box. But this slowed- up the

tutoring procedure so much that we

decided to require on-ly an oral

response.. There were a couple of

other unanti,cipated problems during

\
the tryouts., ...

85/ we used pennies for

our counters, but we found that the

Figure 3.3 Sample visual storyboard'(in verbal form) with accompanying script
segment from the module or: designing tutoring materials.

,

9.5
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.

86r Two sets of cards : one
with thin medium sized

2-24 idr,n were' so distracted by them

that we had to shift to plain White

poker chi ps. ;..

86/Our original numbers were

r
fel n numbers, the med-itun-sized ones writteh with a
othe,- n larger cards
with ty, ld magic marker

felt pen. After the tryout we

numbers.
shifted to larger numbers written

(PROP SHOT)
(S UMMA T I 7E)

with a magic marker-.

87. Flowchart:

(REVISE

TRY OUT
YOURSELF

WITH TUTOR

(GRAPHIC)
(SUMMATIVE),

8'7/
/
After four or five of these

individual tryouts with children

and-revisions, you should be able

to 'Obtain consistent results. With

yo.ur. tutoring material. You are

now ready for a tryout with an,

actual tutor.

Figure 3.3 Continued.

.:17t



1. Special education faculty membersat the Center for Innovation .

-in Teaching the Handicapped,Indiana University.

2. Instructional developers at the Center for Innovation in Teach-
e

ing the Handicapped and the Instructional Systems Technology'

Department, Indiana University.

3., A professional editor.

Sample questionnaires given to ,experts are shown in Figures 3.4,17to 3.7.

Revision

Based on feedback froM experts, a number of revisions were carried out

on each module. The specific revisions that were made are too numerous%-

to list in this report. However, some of the types of revisions which

were carried out are given below:

1. The language was simplified.

2. Figures and illustrations were added to some'of the response

books and to the visual storyboards,.

3. Examples were added.

4. Follow-up activities and transfer exercises were increased,

particularly in the analyses modules.

5. RearranOment of information to different components was carried

out. In particular, some of the material contained in the visuals

or on the audiotape were included in the response books for

permanent reference.

6. Trainee activities were altered and made more relevant.

7. The content in some of the modules,,particularly the design

modules (and especially the Classroom Graphics module), was

resequenced.

97

80
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Checklist: Appropriateness of Instructional Content

Directions

Critically inspect the instructional package-and all adjunct
materials. Evaluate the appropriateness of the material with respect
to the goals and objectives of special education. Rate each item on
the basis of 5 points for outstanding quality, 4 points for better
than average, 3 points for_ average, 2 points for below average, and
1 point for unacceptable. Circle the, appropriate number to-indicate
your rating.- On the second section of this checklist, please give
your suggestions for improving the materials.

1. Relevance of the stated objectives of the material
to the general goals of teaching exceptional children. r

2. Meaningfulness of the objectives to the teacher.

3. Meaningfulness of the objectives to the trainee.

4. Sources from which the objectives are derived;

5. Stated rationale for the objectives:

6. RelevanCe of the content to the objectives.

7. Theoretical soundness of the content.

8. Adequacy of definitions and explanations.

9. Use of technical terms, formulae, and notations.

10. Number of examples.

11. Authenticity of examples.

Suggestions:

\t.

1

1

1

1

1

1

1-

1

1

2 3 4 5

2 3

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 t 5

2 3 4

,2 5 4 5.

2 3/ et, 5 -

J

Figure 3.4 Questionnaire given to content specialists.

(5
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Checklist:- Effectiveness of Instructional Materials

birecfions:'

Critically inspect the instructional package. Suggest modifi-
cations ineadh of the following aspects for improving the effectiveness
of the material.

1.- Statement of objectives

2. Response book items'

3. Instructional content

4. Level of language

5. Style of presentation

6, Instructional activities

7. Difficulty level

8. Sequence of presentation

9. Practice and review

10. Feedback to trainee

11. Instructor's manual

Figure 3.5 Questionnaire given tc educators.
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Checklist: Feasibility of Instructional Materials

Directions

Critically inspect the instructional package. Evaluate the
usability of the material in a typical school setting. Rate each
item on the,basis-of 5 points for considerable usability, 4 points for
better than average usability, 3 points for average usability, 2 points
fqr below-average usability, and 1 point for virtual unusuability.
Circle the appropriate number to indicate your rating.

1. Adequacy of packaging.

2. Availability of supplementary materials..

3: Reusability of the materials.

4. Equipment requirements.

5. Space requirements.

6, -Preparation time.

7. Training time.

8. Scheduling requirements.

9.: Cost.

10.: Instructor's manual.

11. procedure for use.

12. Flexibility of use.

13. Special skills required fo/r use,

14. Potential acceptance by teacher trainers.

15. Potential acceptance by teacher trainees.

.Suggestions for imkovement:

1 2 3

1 ,2 3 4 5

1 2 3" 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 3 A 5

1 2 3. 4

1 2 3 4 5

2 3 4

1- 2 3 4 ',5

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 .4 5

'1 4

4 5

1 2 3 4

Figure testionr sire given to

a
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Checklist: Language Review

Directions

Rate the material on each oz-2 the following items by circling the
appropriate number in the five-point scale. In addition, editIgid
rewrite the material as heeded. s ,

1. Poorly ,organized

2, Ifieffective use of
captions

3. Too long or too short
for the topic

4. Confusing

5. Wordy, rambling

6. Awkward

7. Inefficient organization

Technical terms left
undefined'

9. Too formal or too
, informal

10. Inconsistent

11. Dialogue stilted

12. Too many or too few
examples

13. Examples are distracting

Comments:

1 2 3 4 5 Well organized

Effective use of
captions

2/3 4

1 2 5 Optimum length for the
topic

1 2 3 4 5 Clear

3 4 5 Brief,-conci

2 3 °4 5 Fluent

1 2 3 4 .Efficient organization

i)1 2 3 4 5 Technica terms
prope,Tly

'1 :2 3 4 5 Suitable style

Consistent

defined

1. 2 3 4 5 Dialogue fluent

,1 2 3 4 g Appropriate numbfr of.
examples

1 2 3 4 5 Examples are useful and
relevant

Suggestions:
I

Figure 3.7 Questionnaire given to language reviewers.
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8. Active partic4atipn on the part Of'thet inees was increased.

g.=: The amount'offeedback.given to,trainees wak increased.

10. In.serveral
I
of

.

'the modules(e.g., TaskiAnalyt) a preview, in

i

,..

7

tormsql,d "tease," was added.-
/ \
. -...

II.' The.amotint of material for certain of the prein4ructional com-

.

petencies was so
.

great that instruotion was broken into smaller
. , i

- unity. This is the ratiynale for haVingtwo module§for task

4 ,

analysis and two for concept analysis.

85

122 Irrelevant content and activities were dOleted.
1.5

lg. The difficulty level of some of the learning activitiescwas
. .

\

simplified.

.
..

.14. Instruction on prerequisite skills and knowledge was adde

(9.g., In Classroom Charts, a section on various media for\

,producing classfoom charts was-included).

-15. The mechanics for some of the analysis and design ;kills were\,

.simplified.
\

Production of Prototype

Prototypes of the various modules were'producei ra-Le of

approximately one every two months. Audiorecording wa ::ne_under the

direction of men audio director/engineer. All visuals on'35 mm

,double frame slides under the supervision of both _pie

c

.uctlonal

develOper of given module and an instructional medi:L With

parent pe= handicapped children from .L Training

Blo7m_ gin, Indiana, wire used as child,*

...111

.

teacher-made materials, aSsor7:,:c-

the modules.

and other
4

-ing in the modul,es were obtained fro

102
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han pped learners were receiving instruction. The captions .for visuals

,in ototype modules were typed_en,cardboard and photographed on

Ektac rote tungsten film. The response books were prepared from mimeographed

.stehcils And bound in 81/2 x 11" format.

Assetbly

,..

Aren the editing of the audiotape was completed for each module,

-the t pe-waAsubaudibly pulsed for synchronization_with the slideS% The

A'Ssembleil:prototyre modules were epared for further expert appraisal
.(

and learneretifiCation
8 \,s

Fol-matiyeEItiation

During the formative evaluation phase, experts and available trainees

were exposed to the various modules.

Expert Appraisal. Special education teacher trainers from Indiana

Univelity, as well as frop. 16 other teacher-trainin ions rc

)the,United States reviewed, the protot e modules.

s
,w .

ere distributed previously werelilso given t

Idditbp, anecdotal data were recorded from the

Df their'comments analyzed. Given below is a

a: : content

reviewed the various jnodules:
a

)r. Patricia Morrissey Indiana ity
Bloomingto7. dianL

Patricia Gillespie

trownsmith

Robert Ankney

Indiana University
Bloomington, Indiana

Indiana University
Bloomington, jndiana

Bowling Green U7.iversit
Bowlifg Green, Ohio

103



Dr. Mona Ball ard Valparaiso University
Valparaiso, Indipa

Dr. Bruce Baum State University Co,1 lege 'at Buffalo
Buffalo, New York

Ms. Maria Bove

Dr. Richardine Conne 11 ee

College of 'St . Joseph the Provider
Rutland, Vermont

Appal q..hian State University
Boone , !,iorth Carolina

Dr. Robert Fowler Univers-it: of Florida
C es- _

Dr. Dorothy Howard iver. :!:er .icky

Le: .:entu.

Dr. Sue Kiniry ec

Dr.. James McLoughlin

Dr. Carl Mangum

Dr. Stant ori Morfis

Ms. Dolores 1Peters

1,6

Nic Lni
ThiL

1±711 Derive-

eff c ads

St.. el:. leg:e

Wes-- 'd. Corm e

Timothy Roberts Bow Uniie
Bow_ . en, Oho

Georg Pt- moody College for Teachers

Nashv__11 Tennessee
Ms. Carole Stowitschek

ti

. Nary j[horman,ri Marymour:- Col lege

Arlin - -17 Viyginta

87

In addition to special education t :her , instructional de,. _opers

also reviewed the modules. I Lenti cal questigt-taires were distributed to

these experts , less the content questionr. '2 . Instructional deve looers

.

participating in -thelse reviews /ere :

44.
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Dr. Allan Sheppard

Dr.James Russell

Dr. Dennis Pett

Dr. Kent Peavis

Dr. ..3a7J

dr' 7:

Fort Valley Cpllege
Fort Valley, Georgia

Purdue University
Lafayette, Indiana

p
Indiana University
Bloomington, Indiana

Southeast W,-ginia Training Center
for Men 1 Retardation"

Chesapeake irginia

University Mid-America
Lincoln, Netraska /,-

Finely, suction spec: __:.sts were 4sked\tc assess the technical

quality ti-.. arious crpc7 . Faculty ..7.-aduate students from

the Div_ n-cf-Thstructional '7-.ems- Technolp. Indiafia'University-
.

. ..
were rec appraise th- :otype m4dul::., Two complete graduate.

classf __dvJ-_nced produttior. miques.alsb eva_uated the prototype

Modu.r "AI?. checklists given 1_7. _gure 3.8 :7, .!were distributedito

th6s- 171 order to assLz. -_em in theLr appraisals,

.back f---n all expertL, used as the hasis for revisions to the

modules. )

...,earneryer.ification. The prototypes of each module were tested with, 1

p

illoc

teacher trainees, practicing teachers, itinerant teachers, and consulting,

:teachers in a numbei,of different settings using- variety of delivery system

The purpose of the tryouts at this, stage was to gather.informatitn from members of.

the target population on how to improve the modules. As information was gathered
I

from trainees, revisions were made and the-revisedversions were retested with

new trainees. :Figure 3.11 shows t e cycle of tryout and revision which was

'undertaken i'or\each module- e "data indicated satisfactory results for ,
,

a Module; final'adjustments were made and the module was moved to the final

r.
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r

1. Are vQices clear?

2. Can every word be .unders'tood?

3. Are there distracting noises in
the narration?

4. Are there tape noises?

5. Can subaudible, vones be heard?

6. Are audible'tones clear?

7. Is -sync.hro ation correct?

8. Are there any script errors?

9. Can edit sounds.-be heard?

10.', Are voices credible?_

11. Are pauses the right length-?

kk,
12. Do record and playback speeds

match? 4,

13.. Is music appropriate?

14. Is music well-integrated?

15. Is-music level balanced with'
narrator?,

16. (Is there- sufficient leader? -

a

Good Adequatg Unacceptable

a

Rerecor'd (odf fy I Retain

I

Lz.

Figure 3. 'Audi,: check

1 UTZ;

,_
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a

4
f.

1. Is picture in focus?

2. Is there sufficient depth of focus?

Is exposure correct?

4. Is the. lighting.coireCt?

5. Is color- balance correct?
color. &a en?

6. Is the object of import,anbe

prominent enough_?

7. Are there _distraCting elements-in
the,picture?

8. Are words legible,?v_
. A-3u

9. Does the pfcture match-the
' audio track?

.
1Cr, Is pictuye consistent with others?

11. Is the picture mounted strhight?

12. Is. Vle .picture clean'?'"

Good Adequate Unacceptable

4,

S.

Reshot -Modify Retain -

(

.9 A Checklist for visuals.

R.
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'1. =Organization of the content.

2. Effective use of headings and
subheadings.

Validity of criterion que tions.

k4. Adequacy of summaries and checklists,

Z. Style of writing.'

6.2 Evid6nce of proof? reading,

. 7. Ease of reference.

Utility of references,

9. Layout and format.

10. Use of visuals.
o

GoOd.

Alt

Retain Revise Re-do

Adequate Unacceptable

a

.4

V

Ir

V

/
-

a ),

Figure 3.10 )), checklist for evaluating the response booklet.



testing
- .

.

Tyyout
situation

Table 3.
;K

Developmental Testing Stages

Type of
students'

Type of
data

Individual teacher
-trainees or: small
groups in a
to-,face situation
with the instruc-
tional:deyeloper

I

Selected teacher4
. _trainees

`4 Revisioft .

Reseon5s, re-
act)-8115,,

comments Asem
teacher vrkillees

Quan-
titative
'testing-

In actual training- .

situation under
theedirection Of the'.
instructional de-
:Veloper

Teacher trainees
enrolled in a
course

_7;Total- :In actual' raining
package situations without
testing the instr4tional

developer

.

All teacher train-
ees enrolled in
a course

Some on-the-
. spot, others.
after. each

tryoutsessio:

Written rezponses.
Also r6spollses to

quOtfores

Systematic
revisions
based on
data analysis

Re59o1155 to
tests and ques,aR-.

tiofillaj-10 14-
Strlo.ZtP7s comments

mid suggestions

ReviSions of
instructor's
manual and
adjunct ma-
terials
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4--
production stage, and readied for field testing. Table 3.1 shows the various

stages of learner verification and revision undertaken in this project,

r/
including the total package testing which is described later in this report.

Table 3.2 shows the names of the sites where learner verification was con-

ducted, the type of trainees, the number of trainees, the module that was

used, and the, type of delivery employed.

Revision

Revision activities were' simultaneous with expert appraisal and learner

verification of the prototype: As feedback was accumulated for a module, it

was analyzed and revisions were prescribed. The production teams carried

out the revisions made to each module, but they are far too numerous to list

here. Instead, some of the major revisions carried out on each module

component'during the tryout and revision cycite are listed in Table 3.3.

Final Production

When the modules began eliciting favorable comments and consistent

student performance, final production was initiated. The slides were

converted to filmstrip. The recording on audiotape was transferred to

audiocassette. Synchronization of the audio to the filmstrip was redone and

verified. The response book was printed in offset in a convenient 6" x 9"

format. Finally, a package to contain all the Components of the module was

designed and produced, The resulting final versions of all the modules were

ready for field evaluation.

11
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Preinstructional
competencies.

module

V
Learner
.tryout

Proceed to
summative
evaluation

Implement
revisions

Prescribe suitable
revisions

Identify probable
causes of problems

. Figure 3.11 Sequence of learner verification,and revision activities.



Table 3.2

Learner Verification Sites

AUDIENCE N MODULE USED TYPE OF DELIVERY

mington, Indiana

nington, Indiana

:n' Woods, Massachusetts

m Woods, Massachusetts

rst, Massachusetts

nington, Indiana

nington, Indiana,

it a-, Georgia

lle, North Carolina

lingten, Indiana

[2

U der raduafe

Spe al Education

teacher trainees

Undergraduate

Special Education

teacher trainees

Practicing teachers and

consultants in Special

Education

PracticinOteaChers and

consultants_ in Special

Education

Special Education

teachers and L.R.C.

workers

,Special Education

undergraduates

Special Education

undergraduates

Special Education

undergraduates

Practicing teachers

in Special Education

Special Education

undergraduates

20 Task Analysis

20

17

18'

6

26-

32

23

16

40

Lesson Planning Through

Task Analysis ,

Instructional Galis .

Preparing Tutoring

Materials

Concept Analysis

Concept Analysis

Planning a Concept

Lesson

Instructional Games

Instructional Games

Selecting a Curriculum

Package

Large group

Large group and

individual
,

Individual and pair

Individual and pair

Individual

Large group

Large group

Individual

Individual

Individualk, small group

and large efoup

113'
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d.

Continued

)

.. ..,, AUDIENCE N MODULE USED 'TYPE
.

OF DELIVERY
..,

ins Lake, Michigan ".

,
.

)rd, Mic' ,:an

peg, )a

;peg, Manitoba

)daux, _ouisiana

ill, Alaska

'

,

rii:ngton, Indiana

'.

-, ,

.14'
,,,

ir

.

-1-'

)

.1

/

Itinerant edchers of.

Special E4bcaticn

'4
. ,

Practic iig teacher: i_n

Special Educa:i

Practicing to

.Spec: al Edur. -.-,,_

Gr &ate Stuc-nts

ndergraduat _Ind

graduate st: 'nts

in Special .cation

Practicing achers iri"

Special EdE za-,1 on

Undergraduate Special

Education teacher

trainees

1'

I

I

, I

34

24

,

22

10

51

,,,

26
.

120
r

.:

.

Specifying Behavioral

Objectives

Specifying Behavioral

Objectives

1

Cldssroom Charts for

Handicapped Children

Classroom Charts forClassroom

Children

Classroom Graphics for

Handicapped Children

.

Preparing Tutoring ,

Materials, Instructional

Games

Teacher-Made Reading

Materials

,
.

Large 'group and small

group-

Large group and small

group
.

11

Large group and pairs

Individual

Individual

Individual, pairs, and

small groups

.

Individuals

,

.

.

1

44



Table 3.3'

*or ' During 1.

Forma iv uatio- s. vcle. .

RESPONSE. BOOK Ar VISUALS

1. Serie% of grade0 exerciss

ineludedat the.'end of the

respolSe

2. Sample task analyses

changed..to mue relevant

topics fot teachers of

handicapped children.

3. Samples of correctly done

task analyses put in right

after each question for

itmediate feedback.

4

.roductoryt
Lied,

1. New set o , shot far

opening te cluence.

,A.

t..ig teacher's 2. All tasic. . 3 shot from

changed., cards,,re grec7ex

legi#ilit.

of

ionLluses fc

ant. Isis in-

. A.

3. Final vis

final exe

in

)ack on task 4. Captions .:don. vai

ysis exercise, type.. Cc..or or.

Ned. captions added.

S. Tas7- anal, exercises
f, ,,back v4als deleted\

.!,

I I



7.

qv.

RE RONS:::

ng.
Ana ly

1. Ser.:

.inc.

resr

JL

re

cl

3. Nunber = or t:

increas to' Li

transfer p ni

le .

Cc ltinu

es

Alfr:

eral a _ty

he tal. m

)

SUNS ," '

S.

1: ;171tos'e cloge-ups of the plan\

_bookwhich were unclear

reshot. (I!.

,..

2. , Shots
J
of-children deleted.
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RESPONSE BOOK

I -0

, .

Table 3,3,

-Continue cl

-

AUDIO

ti

. Number of examples in-

creased from one to

three:

2. Moredivergent,,ex ges

provided (one concept, one

common language concept,

.and one math. contept).

3. 'One ofthe examples

presented in a con-

tinuo form instead

of in iecemeal

fashion.

Orj

VISUALS'

1. The introduction

revised to a bess

offensive" joke:

2. Narrator Chined at the

end:of,each objective

to permit a change of

3, Informative feedback

included on some of

the student assignments.

A
1. Several errors corrected

among examples'of squares., V

Slides showing such exafiples

as a'bird above a building

anda basketball below the '1

hoop replaced with clearer

illustrations.

3. New introductory sequence

reshot.

/
1

4. Moro( slides added to illus

trate the concept of matched

nonexampqs.

1

to
r.
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Table 3.3

Continued

RESPONSE BOOK AUDIO VISUALS

1. Question format for each

of the seven steps of =,

.t
the procedure.

2. Three review questions
,

added to integrate the

entire. procedure.

3. More details for the

final. transfer assign-

ment specified.

Pauses between

scenes lengthened.

2. Model lesson changed

to the dramatic

dialogue format from

the original narra-

tion format.

1. Numbed of captions to

emphasize the steps of the

procedure increased.

'2. Classroom shots shaving the

teacher using the seven-step

procedure included.

3. The ftequency of slide

changes nearthe end>4
reduced. T.

J.



Table 3.3

Continued

RESPONSE BOOK AUDIO VISUALS

r'
Games 1. All activities not

related to game

modification and

adaptation eliminated.

2. Details of Shapes

rewritten to make

adaptation easier for

the trainee.

3. A list of sources of

games included.

1. An initial segment

involving interviews

with twelve handicapped

children replaced

with an interview of

their teacher.

1.. The introductory interview,

section entirely reshot.

2. Descriptions of twelve, 2. More visuals added

modifications 'Of the for the Shapes game.

Shapes game expanded.

3. Descriptions of twelve. 3.'''Many teacher shots replaced

Modifrbations of the by photographs of game

Shapes reduced in length. materials.

4. Merits of games for 4.

handicapped children made

in

More close-up shots

of game artifacts and

children at play included.

0

125



Table 3.3

Continued

RESPONSE BOOK AUDIO VISUALS

als

1 Section comparing

,different duplicating

procedures added.

2. A basic vocabulary. list of

/220 words provided for use

by teachers.

1. Initial dialogue

introducing the

rationale for teach-

er -made reading

materials consid.

erably shortened.

2. Instructions to stop

the tape at the end

of each step replaced

by two stopping .

points.

3. The number,of samples of , 3.

teacher -made stories increased

and made more divergent

across' different age

.levels.

Expository narration

of the procedure

Changed to a dialogue

between two teachers.

4. Benefits of teacher-

made reading materials

for handicapped learners

more frequently mentioned.

1. All live shots redone to

increase clarity. .

2. Shots with both indoor

lighting and sunlight

reshot with a 10%

magenta filter to increase

warmth.

3. The entire teacher dialogue

sequence redone with a more

appropriate male model.

26 127
ON,



Table 3.3

Continued

RESPONSE BOOK . AUDIO VISUALS }

its 1. The oantent of the

module expanded from

experience activity

Charts to cover all

types of. classroom

charts.

2. More material on the

proper use of classroom

charts included.

3. An additional transfer

ex-elstise included At

the'end of the response

book.

4. The entireseven,step pro-

cedure included in the

response book.

/

1. The narrator changed

because of lack of

clarity.

2. The dialogue for the

teaser segment

entirely elimihated

and replaced by musicr.

3; The amount of repe-

tition increased to

emphasize key concepts.

4. Learner-initiated

activity`Charts given

greater importance.

1. A.rapid -fire sequence of

divergent samples of class-

room charts added to the

beginning of the mo4e.

2. Examples of classroo

edited and resequen

accommodate moreidi

charts

d to

erse

3. Samples of charts not rele-

vant to the handicapped pop-

ulation eliminated.

4. The visuals for the seven-

step prodedure reduced to

accommodate response book

changes.

12'
123



Table 3.3

Continued

r.

RESPONSE BOOK AUDIO VISUALS

1. All 'exercises not

directly related

to the competencies

specified in the

objectives eliminated.

2. Graphic exercise in-
structions changed fiat

narrative form to a

1, 2, 3 form.

3. All additinal source

information on graphics

eliminated.

1. More frequent,

change of narrator

made.

2. A new narrator

selected to sound

more like an older,

experienced person.

3, Music introduced ,during

the tour of the school

segment.

1. Increased close-ups of

classroom visuals added.

2. Captions (reshot using

colored backgrounds.'

.3! Transitional. slides incor-

porated 4etween2he various

units.

131
O
44.
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Table 3.3

Continued

RESPONSE BOOK AUDIO VISUALS
/

1. Test items dealing with

background theory elim

inated.

2. An exercise which simulated

tutoring added to the

front before actual design

assignments were

presented.

3. The number of exam examples

Of tutoraids increased from

one-to three.

4. The tutoliaid flowcharts.

redone in 194avy black to

increase s'aiiency.

A.. All introductoilq

theory eliminated.

' 2. More frequent exercises

inserted in the tape,.

3. Pauses for traineesto

covertly Tespolpd to

questions lengthened.

4. Relationship of visuals

to handicapped learners'

needs given increased

emphasis on the intro:'

duction.

1.
/

Backgrounds NitutOraid

flowcharts changed to

increase contrast and make

them more readable.

2. Pull flowcharts and arrows

by close-ups of

of flowcharts.

replaced

sections

3. Actual tutoring materials

Shown more frequently. i

4

O
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CHAPTER 4 '

TOTAL PACKAGE EVALUATION

106

In,this section, the evaluation of the set of preinstructional competencies

modules as a total package is described. A.ratianale for this type of eval-
,-

uation is given. Following the rationale; the evaluation desieis described

along with the instruments and materials. This section also contains a

/
"

detailed description

.

of the evaluative procedure. Finally, resuits of the

total ackage evaluation are discussed.

Rationale

..pie decision to conduct a total package evaluation, in which all the

modules in the preinstructional competencies seriesrwere tested was based

on the following rationale:

1. The modules-were designe as a complete course and therefore

should be tested as a complete course. As stated in the original proposal

for the project, emphasis in the training of teachtrs of the handicapped

has traditionally stressed the rale of the teacher in interactive settings
0.

rather than in planning situations-. What little training he/she receives in

planning and management skills is usually acquired in piecemeal fashion.. This

series of modUles had as its primary design objective the provision of "a

systematic approach to training the teacher on the preinstructional competencies..."

Evaluation of the effectiveness this objective, requires testing all the

modules in a total package setting.

I

2. The design modules are based on the analysis modules. The first

five modules provide the trainee with skills in stating behavioral objectives,

performing task and concept analyses, and preparing lesson plans. The design

modules require trainees to produce materials for the lessons they have

.
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pl ned for handicapped learners. These material; should contain specifi=c

Objdctivesfand be integral-parts of, systematically derived and planned

lessons. Unless the analyses and design modul4s are all provided to

trainees in their proper sequence, the instructional effectiV-eness'of the .

combination cannot be assessed as a means of providing a complex of skills.

. 3. .A total pACkage evaluation is required, in order to measure the

attitudinal impact of acquiring all preinstructional competencies.. AttitudeS'

toward individual preinstructional competencies may vary with tle previous

skills that the subjects possess and-the appeal of particular type of

analysis or design. Teachers, however, require a number of skills in order

to adequately prepare lessons and materials for their handicapped pupils.

It'is not a favorable or unfavorable attitu$ toward one skill that deter nes

whether a teacher will employ a systematic approach to his/her teaching.

It isian attitude to the entire range of competencies required before

I
instruction actually takes place. Assessment of this total attitude can only

be carried out when trainees are exposed to the complete series of modules.-

4. A total package evaluation is required in order to measure attainment
At

of a total set of preinstructional competencies. Just as with attitudes,

attainment of one or two preinstructional competencies does not guarantee

that trainees have acquired a sufficient set of competencies for systematic

planning of their instruction. By providi#g trainees_ with the entire ser es

(

of modules and assessing their total competencies, more information is made

available for determining the interrelationships anong competencies.

5.. Accumulating data on all the modules enables us to make comparisons

among them. 'Individual modules are bound to have differential effects in terms

of competency acquisition, attitudinal impact and appeal. By presenting the

r.
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__
same gioup of,subjeera with all the miirdules in the series, we are able to

riake comparisons among the modules on a wide range of variables'. This

provides us with a base for determining causes of variability of eifects

among the different modules.

MI. 6. Data Analysis is-simplIfied through a total package evaluation.

A few of the major problems in any evaluation of data are; keeping track of

2
the data, assuring comparability of effects, and determining the homogeneity

of subject.dgroups. By employing fixed groups of subjects for all,modules,

anlysis of the effects of. the individual modules is simplified. This

increases the efficiency of data collection.

7. Earlier evaluations of individual modules indicated a desire on the

part OfJpoth trainees and trainers for a more coherent instruction as opposed

to l'one-shoto deals. In testing individual modules under field cOnditions,

a recurrent theme in follow-up discussions with both trainers and trainees

was the:lack of closure in working through a single module. The implica-

tion was that this form of working through a module was too Iiiecemeal."

0 It was Suggested that modules which are coherently related to each other.

shoUld be tested tagether in a situation where working through the modules

was integrated into a meaningful program.

8. Through repeateduse of the audip-visual training module, the novelty

effeOt of this format is reduced. Time and, again, a true reading of the

ects Of an innovative system.is distorted.by the novelty effect of the
,

system. Virtually all special education courses, other than the practicum

- variety, involve the traditional lecture and textbook. Bringing an audio-

visuaf training module into such a setting can be.extremely reactive. However,

in a course which.entirely consifts of an individualized, audio-visual format

136
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4

spread-out over a semester, the novelty effect soon wears out. This permits

the assessment of the effectiveness of the modules apart from their novelty.

9. Through repeated use of the audio-visual training modules, the

fatigue effect of this self-instructional format can be assessed. Just as

novelty can distort the effects of a self-instructional audio-visual train-

ing module, so too can the fatigue effect influence resulg. As more and

more special eduCation teacher-training programs go to cbmpetency-based and

individuali d instruction', greater demands for self-instructional modules

are made. Can a pre-service or inservice teacher take an entire course

which is self-instructional in nature?' Through.a total" package testing,

this question can be answered.

10. Previous evaluations of modules produced. by the Center for Innova -

tion in Teaching the Handicapped (CITH) have always been done on individual

modules. In previously funded projects, CITHhas carried out systematic

evaluation of either individual modules or pairs of modules to evaluate the

effectiveness on a number of criteria._ Total package evaluation can tdd

relevant information on the cumulative effects of a number of modules and

the viability of such an approach to evaluation.

11. A total package evaluation provides useful information for novice

instructors who are seeking to implement the series. Many of the preinS.truc-

/ tional competencies. contain concepts and principles that are unfamiliar to

special education teacher trainers whO nevertheless regard these alytic

and planning skills as essential for the modern teacher of the handicapped.

Those who are interested in utilizing the series of modules as the basis for

a course require data on the total effect.

13'i
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12. A total package evaluation is cost-effective. Where a number of

instructional materials axe designed and require field testing, the cost

of identifying and establishing numerous sites, as well as preparing in-

structors for evaluation through visits and telephone communications,

becomes extremely high. By evaluating the modules in a real course setting

where 11 the moddles in the series are tested at the same site, cost

sav ngs accrue without loss of useful and usable, data for a summat,ive

evaluation.

13. Enthusiastic urgings from th'O field to test the entire series and

a number of offers to "run a course" based on the Module series indicated a

need to conduct a total package evaluation. Teacher trainers in special

education as well as consulting teachers, and other special educators who

visited the center and learned of the series of modules on preinstructional

competencies, demonstrated eagerness to try out the entire package. More

than twenty uns011icited requests encouraged the Center to take this approach.

To summarize, a number of factors recommended total-package testing

as the most appropriate approach to the summative evaluation of the series

of modules. In the initial proposal, the.g9r1ral objective for the project

was stated thus:

Upon completion of the entire program, the teacher shall be
able to demonstrate the-following competencies:

Task analysis. Identify units and lessons and analyze them into
component tasks and-concepts to be acquired ,by the handicapped

child.

Specification of objectives. State and sequence a set of behavioral
objectives for an individual child.

Designing instructional materials. Design learning games, programMed
units, transparencies, etc. to supplement existing materials.

13&
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Lesson planning. Plan for the systematic integration of behavioral
objectives, criterion-test items, instructional materials, and
interactive strategies.

Designing learning environments. Plan and design appropriate
envirohments, to enhance desired learning outcomes.

To evaluate whether trainees acquire all these competencies as initially pro-_
posed, a total package evaluation was,undertaken as the fi:11 activity of the

project.

Design

In order to carry out a total package evaluation that would have

meaning to consumers of the modules, the eiialuatiOn team decided to carry

out their final testing of the modules under actual field'conditions. A

complete "hands -off" evaluation procedure was designed in order to

eliminate the contaminating presence of the Center staff.

Performance

Because of the specialized nature of the content of the modules he

evaluators decided not to administer any performance pretests. This de-

cision was based on discussions held with instructors from special education

teacher-training programs who indicated that questions related to such

topics as task analysis, concept analysis, or Clasroom charts would be mean-
/

ingless to their students. To confirm /his, during formative evaluation,

several'pretestsbn randomly chosen modUles from the preinstructional

series were administered to undergraduate students enrolled in special

education courses. Low results plus extremely negative reactions to questions

asking, for example, that a trainee specify close-in nonexamples of a

concept in which the most salient critical attribute was missing, or make the

optimal choice between grid and non-grid scaling, confirmed the evaluators'

13,r)
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decision not to collect pretest data. Hence, the design basically involved

a posttest-only paradigm with a criterion-referenced posttest designed to

directly measure the attainment of the objectives for each module. No

control groups were employed. In terms of the performance evaluation, the

design can be illustrated thus:

X1 ....01....X2....02....Xn....On

where X is the modular treatment and 0 is the criterion-referenced 'posttest

immcidiately following the use of the module.
\

Attitude

Two major attitudinal variables were involved in this total package

evaluation:

1. Attitude toward the content of each module.

2,. Attitude toward the self-instructional format.

The evaluators decided tcr.collect data on ,uhjects attitudes toward

the content of each module because thy. Isidered that,.although trainees

mighenot be able to demonstrate any of the preinstructional competencies

specified in the modules, they might still have either heard or read about

them in classes. They wer 'also 'concerned with discovering whether the

modules had any negative effects in alienating trainees by what might appear,

to,be complex or unnecessary competencies. Finally, they also wished to

investigate whether more negative attitudes developed as the.novelty effect

wore off and the fatigue effect set

The design called for the collection of pretest data on attitudes

toward the content of each module and toward self-instruction prioi to
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discussion of any of the topics or the use of tha series. On completion

of the entire set of modules, attitude posttests were administered.

Instruments

A series of performance tests and attitude Scales Were prepared to

determine the extent of acquisition of comp tencies and of changes in attitudes
1

of the subjects as a result of working 't h the modules. These instru-

ments consisted of appl. /ed performances tests and attitude scales. In

addition, instructor comments as an "expert" appraisal mechanism were also

collected.

Applied performance tests. For each module, an applied performance

test was designed to directly measure the attainment of the main objective. On

the basis of a systematic task analysis Apf the topic, objectives for each

module ere derived to match each of the main objectives.. Domain-referenced

items were constructed. These items formed the basis of the applied per-

formance test. Each performance test item was built into the response

book of each module. The item required the synthesis and application of

all the componen petencies treated in the module. In each case, :the;

trainee w quired to seleat a curricular topic his/her own choice.

and aprH, those skills he/she had just acquired as a result of working through

the module.. A systematic scoring kdy was designed for each applied per-

formance test to measure 4comes in terms of the minimal standards spec-

ified in the training objectives for the module.

In order to facilitate scoring and also provide meaningful feedback

to the subjects, a five-point scale was utilized by the instructor on each

of th ct characteristics contained in the scoring key. The performance

test was used in the context of a mastery-learning format. As far as the

141
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subjects were concerned, they could improve their scores by redoing the
A

4
performance test\tasks and resubmitting their products for a second rating.

The entire set of performance tests are included in Chapter 5.

Attitude scales. To measure the attitudes of subjects toward the content

of each module and toward the self-instructional format, a set of 17 bi-polar

terms were derived from orevious field tests on individual modules (Braffet,'

4 1976; Stolovitch, 1975; Thiagarajan, Semmel & Semmel, 1974) . These 17 terms

were used as the standard set of items on all of the attitude scales. This

particular format was chosen by the evaluation team because of its ease of

administration and scoring as well as its relative non-reactivity. Con-

sidering the length of each treatment (e.g., the module,on Classroom Graphics

for the Handicapped along with the performance exercises requires from 211
7%,,...

to 4 hours), it was deemed critical that .nstruments be as brief as possible

so is not to overload the subject. The s me bi-polar terms were preserved

in all ''the attitude scales because previous stuiies on widely divergent

individual modules had demonstrated their reliability. The use of a con-

stant set of terms also permitted comparisons to be made among all modules

)

and. facilitated pinpointing common positive and negative attitudinal features

across modules. These terms also made it easier for the subjects to respond

reliably and consistently. The 17 bi-polar items are shown in Figure 4.1.

Instructor comments. As an unobtrusive and informal measure of the

usability and feasibility of the total package, instructor comments and

complaints were recorded. Instructors were provided with a toll-free

telephone number and asked to communicate with the evaluators any time a,

crisis arose.
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FIELD SITE:

MODULE:. /

PRE-TEST MEDIAN:

2

POST-TESTS MEDIAN:

3 4 5

UNPLEASANT

USELESS

DULL

WEAK

INEFFECTIVE

UNCLEAR

IRRELEVANT

IDEALISTIC

NOT PERSONALLY
HELPFUL

INAPPROPRIATE

NOT BENEFICIAL

TRADITIONAL'

UNIMPORTANT

BORING

FICIENT

COSTLY

VALUELESS

'I.

PLEASANT
J

USEFUL

STIMULATING

POWERFUL

I , EFFECTIVE

CLEAR

RELEVANT

PRACTICAL

'PERSONALLY
, HELPFUL

I

I

I

I

4

I

i APPROPRIATE

BENEFICIAL

NOVEL

iMr TANT

-PIESTING

EFFICIENT

INEXPENSIVE

VALUABLE
I

Fig. 4.1. AttituCrq sCale's.
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In addition, instructors were requested to record their observations of any

of the weaknesses of any modules.

116

Materials

All subjects were required to work through the following materials:

1. Nine audio-visual training modules consisting of an audiocassette,

a filmstrip and a response book on the following topics: ,

Concept Analysis

Planning a Concept Lesson

Task Analysis

Lesson Planning Through Task Analysis

Instructional Games for Handicapped Children

Teacher -Made Reading Materials for the Handicapped

Classroom Charts\for Handicapped Children'

Clasroom Graphics- fo4rHandicapped Children

Designing Tutoring Materials

. One interactive package on specifying behavioral objectives with a

series of participatory group assignments. Subjects also were provided with:

e a. Singer Grafle Auto-Vance II audio-visr-' machines vith automatic

synchronization.
a

b. Two copies of each of the modules response books (one to be

turned in,and the other to be retained by the subject).

Procedure

Based on the total package evaluation 'design, the following procedure

was instituted:

)
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1. From a pool of twenty-three offers from WiOUS special education

4
teacher-training institutions, two sites were selected to represent typical

training programs for reaching of the handicapped. The two chosen sites

were The College of St. Joseph'the Provider, Rutland, Vermont, and Nicholls

State University, Thibodaux, Louisiana. St. Joseph the Provider has a strong

commitment to competency-based teacher traig,and was searching for

materials and modules for their special education program. Nftholls.State

University has only recently become aware of the competency-based movement

and was uncertain abo t using mediate instructional modules as means of

providing the core of a course to thlr trainees. Whereas St. Joseph re-

,
presented institutions actively concernelith developing a preihstuctional

competencies course using the audio-visual moduleAseries, Nicholls State

representedfthose institutions which were curious, but still tentnt4-

2. One special education faculty member 1_Jm each: of the instit6ions

came to the Center for Innovation in Teaching the Handicapped. e,

they underwent three days. Of intep-:ive training on 'IL ,/nicedurc:_. Jr the

total package evaluation. These three days were designed not only to fa-

miliarize the instructors with the'modules and the evaluation design, 'Lit

aplo to elicit from them many of the details for actually carrying out the

evaluation at their respective sites. Hence, th three-day session was

devoted both to,training pf the instructors and also collaboratively planning

with the evaluators as to how the evaluation of tile total package would

proceed. Here in brief i how the thiee daysre structured:

a. The instructors familiarfd themselves with the modules by

working through all of them.
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b. Instructors obtained clarification of the content of the

modules whenever necessary.

c. Instructors provided formative suggestions for improving the

modules. -0

d. Evaluators' and the instructors collaboratively dreW up a specific

plan for conducting the evaluatin- This plan ...Altained specifications for

collectThg dKia, handing out materials, sequencing the modules, providing

feedback, communicating, grading of students, andccbding tests and scales.

e. Instructors participated with evaluators in collaboratively

designing the testing instruments.

f, Evaluators and instructors collaboratively drew up a time line'

and set of p for'imiJementing the plan with trainees.

3. '-struct: institutions and organized the

arses. solved:

a. Obtaining departmental approval to run the courses. The two

instructors conducted demonstrations of the modules at departmental meetings.

b. Explaining to colleagues what the course contained and how it

woi1I4-be run. The primKy purpose for this was to gain cooperation of faculty

=doers as well as to elicit support for enrolling students in the course.

c. ptting up the physical arrangements for running the course.

This included obtaining space to set up the audio-visual machines, storage

space for securing the modules and equipment, and a work area for students to

complete exercises and tests.

4. All the modules and machines were packaged and distributed to the

field sites. r
5. Actual implementation of the modules was initiated at each site.
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Jr

a'. Attitude scales were administered to all the enrolled students.

There was an attitude scale on each module and an additional one on self-

instructional materials.

b. Instructors informed students that the course was entirely based

on the preinstructional competencies modules. An outline of the course was

given, and the procedures and the grading system was described.'

c. The interactive package on Specifying Behavioral Objectives was

introduced. Subjects played the behavioral objectives games.

d. Subjects took the performance tests.

e. Subjects4urned in their performance tests for grading and

feedback.

f. Each of the subjects:

i. worked through the first module making responses directly

in the response books.

ii. took the performance tests incorporated in the response books.

iii. turned in the p rmance tests_ for grading and feedback.

iv. received feedback from he instructor and either made revi-

sions or went 'on to the next module. Subjects received a fresh

personal copy of the response book which they could retain permanently

after turning irqtheir used copy.
) .

v. repeated' the cycle with a new module until all nine modules

were completed.

Figure 4.2 graphically illustiates the procedure subjects followed during

the 'total package evaluation.

6. Instructors processed the data obtained from the applied peiformance

tests. This entailed:

a. Rating the final product from the applied performance test

14',
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using the appropriate scoring keys.

at CITH.

120

b. Recording the ratings and sending these on to the evaluators

c. Giving feedback to the subjects so that they could c ith-!.

to the next module or make revisions on the final product resulting from the

applied performance test.

7°. Instructors administered posttest attitude scales and coded these.

8. Instructors mailed all attitude.scales, performance, tests and their

own commens to CITH.

9. Evaluators at CI111 coded and analyzed the data.

I

i
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12

Begin .

Enroll in
course

Work through interactive package on
Specifying Behavioral. Objectives

Take performance test

V
Turn in performance
and receive feedback

Yes

0

Is there
an audio-visual,
module to work

through?

no

6Yes

Complete posttest
attitude scales

\J
End

Work through
audio-vi'sual,

module

Figure 4.2 ProcedurRefor,subjects during total package eyaluation.
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CHAPTER 5

'RESULTS

In this section,results of the total-package evaluation are presented

and discussed. 'In general, there are three= major categories' of results

related to this evaluation:

1. Trainees' attainment of preinstructional competencies as measured

by applied performance tests.based on the,objectives-for each

module.

2. Changes in trainees' attitudeS toward, the content of the individual

modules as measured by-s4Fanti\differential scales.

3_ :Chang0. in trainees,' attitudes toard the self-instructibnal

f YiJat'of-the modules asmeas(red y a semantic diff.
AEach of th e categories of results are presented and discussed below:

/
i)

;

.Gains i Preinstructional Competencies.. Immediately at fter,completing
. ,

ii each moulesinthe preil.--:iuctional competencies series, the teacher
. -,

t
--.

trainee was-lgiven' awapplied.performance tese'iecluiringa transfer of the .

-, :

e
.

6 ,..::50111Retencies ,aught in the module. . Thegrequirements of theSe,perfordanee -,
!-J-. 4.-,c, ; - .",

tests are indicated in Figure 5.1. Each performance test -- required the
i --,

production of some concrete product which was then evaluated by the

igtruCtor of the course with the help of a checklist The applied-

performance'test was not a timed test; trainees-were peimitted to spend'

as much time as they wanted on each project,. wi;thin the constraints of

the course schedule. Some of the later modules required the trainee to

design; evaluate and modify fairly' elaborate instructional materials;

these activities reportedly required as much...as eighf hOurs.

The dhecklits ibrsevaluating each performance test contained a
c

,

number of appropriate' criteria arranged in the form of ive-point scales

150
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MODULE
P

APPLIED PERFORMANCE TEST

1. Concept analysis

2. Task analysis

3. Planning a con-
cept lesson

Lesson planning
through task
analysis

5. D'esigning tutoring
materials

6. Teacher-made
reading materials

7. Classroom graphics

8. Classroom charts

. Instructional
games

Choose a concept and report the results of a com-
plete analysis in terms of critical and variable
attributes, divergent examples, and matilld non-
examples.

Choose'an instructional task and report the results
of a complete analysis in terms of a hierarchy. of
necessary and sufficient subtasks.

Prepare a lesson plan on the basis of the concept
analysis and indicate the sequence of teacher be-
hviors, student respOnses, examples and nonexamples
to be. used, and evaluation plans.

Prepare a lesson plan'on the gsis of the task
analysis and indicate the sequence of objectives,
teacher and pupil activities, suitable instructional
materials and evaluation plans.

Design, evaluate and revise a complete kit of tutoring
materials on a topic of your own choice.

Design, evaluate and revise teacher-made reading
materials at three different reading levels.

Design a classropm poster for use with handicapped
children.

Design a classroom chart for use in a lesson of
your own, choice.

Adapt a given game to teach a new instructional
objective to handicapped children.

Fig. 5.1 Applied performance tests for different modules in the
total package evaluation.
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The mean score for each test is the mean of the trainees' scares on these

five-point scales. The mean and standard deViations for trainee,Terformance,

as-vell as the combined means 'i on each of the nine applied performance tests,
4

are given in Table 5.1 for teacher trainees in Rutland, Vermont, and

Thibodaux, Louisiana, field sites. The ratings are criterion-based and

may be roughly translated to indicate the following levels of performance:

1 -- adequate

2 -- acceptable '-

3 -- fair

4 good

5' -- exceptional
-

Thecolnea-meanscolumn of the table reveals 'that the majority'of,

the modules have resulted in good performance whiletwo modules produced,

fair performances. Tie range of the mean scores is between 3.8 and 4.4.

-Results from th9,2R4lapd, Ver n , field site indicate consistently

good to excellent IrrfOrmances. The range. of mean scores is homogeneous

between 4.68 to 4.97. Results from the Thibodaux, Louisiana, field site

are, however, in contrast to these results. Teacher trainees in this field

site performed only at acceptablelio fair levels. The mean scores on

different modules range fairly widely from a 2.00 for Designing Tutoring .

Materials to 3.19 for Classroom Qraphics for Handicapped Children.

In general, results from the applied performance tests indicate that

the mean performances of teacher trainees are acceptable,at the least.

However, there is fairly striking evidence that the modules have produced

different outcomes in different field sites and are not as consistent as

earlier formative evaluations and individual tests seemed to indidate. The
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Table 5 Results from the Applied Performance Test

,

MODULE

Combined Rutland ThibodaUx

M SD ,M SD .M SD

Concept Analysis. 4.155

3:940

1.130

1.361

. 4.831

4.758

.447

,614

2.667

2.35 3 '

.617

.931
1

Task Analysis

Planning a Concept Lesson 4.106 1.275
6

4.861 .340 2.639 1.134

Lesson Planning Through

T Analysis' 13.796 1.379
)

. 4.758 .614 2.286 .717

Designing Tutoring

Material 4.114 1.401 4.906,' .296 2.000 .853

Teacher-Made Reading

Materials, for the

HandiCapped 4.366

I

, 1.113 4.906 .296

E

2.444 .726

Classroom Graphics for

.Handicapped Children 4.336

4R

.945 4.788 .415 3.189 .950

Classroom Charts for

Handicapped Children 4.039 1.229 4.675 .451 .

.

2.130

.

J .707

Instructional Games for

Handicapped Children 4.080 1.307 4.970 .174 2.353 .606

i3

I.
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major discrepancy between the two field sites' mad be attributed to one or

both of the foil ing causes::

1. Instru or variable. Although both instructmers were-equally

/-
enthusiastic d competent, it is possible that their standards ofsevaltia-

tion differed considerably. Although the evaluation checkliSts were/
I

criterion-based, there was some obvious subjectivity in allocating a suitable,

number in the various five-point scales. There is some indication from ourf

inspection of the student products and instructor evaluations that while

there is a high degree of internal consistency within the evaluations of

each instructor, there is some lack of inter-rater reliability. In general,

the instructor at Thibodaux, Louisiana, had more_stringent criteria for her

ratings. The instructor at Rutland, Vermont, had a slightly "lower" standard,

and these standards were consistent with those used in our earlier field

tests of individual modules.

2. Trainee.variables: Although both field sites represented small-

.'sized rural teacher-training programs in special education, it is possible

that the types of trainees enrolled in the two different courses, differed

considerably. Data collected in our telephone conversatjonswith the'

two inStructIFS 4id'suggesY tfifs-possibility. Trainees enrolled in the

Thibodaux, Louisiana, course were older inservice teachers working for

required Credits in the evenings. They were unenthusiastic about the course

in general and toward the competencies in particular. 'Cis likely that

this lack of enthusiasm could have contributed to the lower mean scores in

this field site.

In spite of these plausible explanations, the fact remains that in at

least one field site, the materials failed to produce results consistent with
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earlier findings during formative' evaluation and during `the individual

module tests. This suggests the need for a 'careful analysis of the char-
.-

acte±i§tics of the trainees in the Thibodaux site and the. utilization pro-

cedure in order to improve the instructional and motivational effectiveness
40,

of the course and the inter-rater relidylity of the applied performance

tests.
#

The differences between the two field sites beCoMe even more salient

when the data is presented in the form of percentage arts. Comparative

ercentage charts which indicate the percent,of teacher trainees scoring

above a specific level in the five-point scale are given in Figures 5.2 to

5.10.

Changes in Attitudes Toward Preinstructional CoMpetencies. All teacher

trainees were pretested on their attitudes toward the competencies related

to each module before and after the totalSpackage testing through the use

of a standardized semantic differential scaQ,,containing,17 bi-polar adjec-

results from these attitude measurements are provided in nine individual

Charts (Figures 5.11 to 5.19) on the following pages for the combined field

sites. The discrepancy between the two field sites does not appear to be

as great in this case as it was in the case of the results from the applied

ale
performance tests. An analysis of the charts'reporting the combined results

c

does not reveal any clear-cut patterns. However, the following tentative

conclusions may be reached:

1.. In general, teacher trainees appeared to have a fairly positive

attitude towards the competencips dealt with the individual

modules. No module received a rating below'the 3 in any of the

five-point items. Most of the ratings clustered between 4 and S.
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MODULE: TASK ANALYSIS
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Figure 5.3 Comparative Percentage Chart
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LESSON PLANNING THROUGH TASK ANALYSIS
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Figure 5.4 Comparative Percentage Chart
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/NCDDULE:
PLANNING A CONCEPT LESSON
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11/10DLILIEF:
INSTRUCTIONAL GAMES FOR HANDICAPPED CHILDREN
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t
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TEACHER-MADE READING AAIERIALS
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MODULE; CLASSROOM CHARTS FOR HANDICAPPED CHILDREN
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MODULE: CLASSROOM GRAPHICS FOR'HANDICAPPED CHILDREN
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DUL vESIGNING TUTORING MATERIALS
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MELD SITE: CombinelA

MODULE': Concept` Analysis

137

PRE-TEST MEDIAN:-

UNPLEASANT

USELESS

DULL

WEAK
I

INEFFECTIVE

UNCLEAR

IRRELEVANT

IDEALISTIC

NOT PERSONALLY
HELPFUL

INAPPROPRIATE

NOT BENEFICIAL

TRADITIONAL

UNIMPORTANT

BORING

INEFFICIENTINEFFICIENT

COSTLY

VALUELESS

POST-TEST 'MEDIAN:

3 4 5

I 41., PLEASANT

USEFUL

STIMULATING

.1
POWERFUL

)EFFECTIVE

'CLEAR
RELEVANT

(,)

1

IMPORTANT

.1

I I

I I

PERSONALLY
HELPFUL

APPROPRIATE

BENEFICIAL.

NOVEL1

Fig. 5.11. Attitude Measurement Chart
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FIELD SITE; Combined,

MODULE:
Task Analysis,

A.P

138

PRE-TEST MEDIAN:;------ POST-TEST MEDIAN:

1 2 i3 4 5

UNPLEASANT

USELESS (a-

DULL

WEAK

INEFFECTIVE

UNCLEAR

IRRELEVANT

IDEALISTIC

NOT PERSONALLY
HELPFUL

INAPPROPRIATE

NOT BENEFICIAL

TRADITIONAL

UNIMPORTANT

BORING

INEFFICIENT

COSTLY

VALUELESS
ti

Iv

Rig. 5.12. Attitude Measurement Chart
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PLEASANT

USEFUL

STIMULATING

POWERFUL

EFFECTIVE

CLEAR
ti

RELEVANT

PRACTICAL

PERSONALLY
HELPFUL

APPROPRIATE

BENEFICIAL

IMPORTANT

INTERESTING

EFFICIENT

INEXPENSIVE

VALUABLE



FIELD SITE

MODULE:

Combined

Lesson Planning Using Task Analysis

139

07-TEST MEDIAN:

1

UIVPLEASANT 1

- -7' USELESS

DULL

.WEAK

INEFFECTIVE

UNCLEAR

IRRELEVANT

IDEALISTIC

NOT PERSONALLY
HELPFUL

INAPPROPRIATE

NOT BENEFICIAL

TRADITIONAL

UNIMPORTANT

BORING

INEFFICIENT

COSTLY

VALUELESS

POST-TEST MEDIAN,'

4 5

I

I

PLEASANT

USEFUL.

STIMULATING

POWERFUL

EFFECTIVE

CLEAR

RELEVANT

PRACTICAL .

PERSONALLY
HELPFUL

APPROPRIATE

BENEFICIAL

NOVEL

IMPORTANT

INTERESTING

EFFICIENT

11\ INEXPENSIVE

VALUABLE

Fig. 5.13:- Attitude Measurement Chart
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FIELD SITE= Combined

MODULE: Lesson Planning Using Concent Analysis

-PRE-TEST MEDIAN:-
lau

UNPLEASANT

USELESS

DULA.

WEAK

INEFFECTIVE

UNCLEAR

IRRELEVANT

IDEALISTIC

NOT PERSONALLY
HELPFUL

INAPPROPRIATE

NOT BENEFICIAL

TRADITIONAL

UNIMPORTANT

BORING

INEFFICIENT

COSTLY

VALUELESS

2

NNW POST -TEST MEDIAN:

3 4 5

I

I

t

j

4

i I

I 1

PLEASANT

USEFUL

STIMULATING

POWERFUL

EFFECTIVE

CLEAR

RELEVANT

i PRACTICAL

PERSONALLY
-,,t3HELPFUL

e

I

Fig. 5.14. Atti,Measurement Chart
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FiTIO SITE: Combined

MODULE: Instructional Games

PRE-TEST MEDIAN:-- - MEDIAN:

I \ 2 3 44 5

UNPLEASANT I I I
PLEASANT:

USELESS I USEFUL

DULL I I
STIMULATING

WEAK I i POWERFUL
". .

INEFFECTIVE EFFECTIVE

Of
I

I

4

I

I

UNCLEAR I I I I, CLEAR

.

IRRELEVANT /
1 -c'... i i RELEVANT

IDEALISTIC
1 1

PRACTICAL ,

HELPFUL HELPFUL
u-

.11 I
PERSONALLYNOT PERSONALLY

ti \,

INAPPROPRIATE I APPROPRIATES

NOT BENEFICIAL BENEFICIAL

TRADITIONAL

UNIMPORTANT IMPORTANT

NOVEL

BORING

INEFFICIENT

COSTLY

VALUELESS

6 i INTERESTING

I 4 I
,k i EFFICIENT

E
I, -1

INEXPENSIVE

VALLI?1,BLE

Fig. 5. A titude Measurement Chart
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FIELD SITE: Combined

P

MODULE:. Teacher-Made Reading Materials
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-PRE-TEST MEDIAN:- POST-TEST MEDIAN:

I . 2 . 3 4 5

V

UNPLEASANT''

USELESS

DULL

WEAK

INEFFECTIVE

UNCLEAR

IRRELEVANT

IDEALISTIC

NOT PERSONALLY
HELPFUL

-4t

INAPPROPRIATE

NOT BENEFICIAL

TRADITIONAL

UNIMPORTANf IMPORTANT

I
INTERESTING

1

I

I

I

7

I

PLEASANT

USEFUL

STIMULATING

POWERFUL

EFFECTIVE
I I

CLEAR

I RELEVANT

, PRACTICAL

PERSONALLY
HELPFUL

I APPROPRIATE .

)' BENEFICIAL

NOVELI

BORING

INEFFICIENT

) COSTLY

VALUELESS

I EFFICIENT

I
VALUABLE

Fig: 5..46 -Attitude Measur6ent Ch r
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FIELD SITE:
Combined

MODULE: Classroom Charts

-PRE-TEST AN:

2 3

UNPLEASANT
1

USELESS
I

DULL
1

WEAK

INEFFECTIVE
1 1

UNCLEAR

IRRELEVANT
1

IDEAL/VW
1 I

NOT PERSONALLY
HELPFUL

INAPPROPRIATE
1

NOT BENEFICIAL
6

TRADITIONAL

UNIMPORTANT

'BORI NG

'INEFFICIENT

COSTLY

VALUELESS

J

POST-TEST MEDIAN:

4 5

f PLEASANT

1 1

'-f
I PRACTICAL

-PERSONALLY
HELPFUL

USEFUL

STIMULATING

POWERFUL

EFFECTIVE

CLEAR

RELEVANT

I

1

I

I

Fig. 5.17 Attitucip Measurement Chart
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FIELD SITE:
Combined

MODULE Classroom Graphics
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PRETEST MEDIAN: POSTTEST MEDIAN:

1 2 3 4 5

UNPLEASANT

USELESS

DULL

WEAK

INEFFECTIVE

I 1

uNgLEAR
4 I I Id(

IRRELEVANT /6

IDEALISTIC,

NOT PERSONALLY
HELPFUL 1

INAPPROPRIATE

V

I i I I I
NOT BENEFICIAL i I I I I

TRADITIONAL47-.. to I
i `41°. I

i

UNIMPORTANT 1 1
f I

I
BORING

fr TA:

INEFFICIENT .,

COSTLY

VALUELESS
I I

b

a

1

Pig. 5.18. Attitude Measurement Chart
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STIMULATING

POWERFUL

ECTIVE

RELEVANT

PRAO7CAL

PERSONALLY
HELPFUL

APPitOPRIATE

BENEFICIAL

NOVEL

IMPORTANT

iNTIPESTING

EFFICIENT

INEXPENSIVE

VALUABLE
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FIELD SITE:

NODULE :

Combined

Tutoring Materials

145

-PRETEST MEDIAN:

I 2 3
POSTTEST MEDIAN:

ti
4 5

UNPLEASANT

USELESS

DULL

WEAK

INEFFECTIVE

UNCLEAR

IRRELEVANT

O

IDEALISTIC

NOT PERSONALLY
HELPFUL

INAPPROPRIATE

NOT BENEFICIAL

TRADITIONAL

UNIMPORTANT
,

BORING

INEFFICIENT

COSTLY

VALUELESS

I 1

I

I

I

I.

I

j.

PLEASANT *

1.1SEFOL

STIMULATING

POWERFUL

EFFECTIVE

CLEAR

RELEVANT

PRACTICAL

PERSONALLY
e, HELPFUL

is<

I

1

I

Fig. 5.19. Attitude Measurement I-Chart
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2'. Using thd adjectiVe pairs' "pleasant-unpleasant," "dull-stimulating"

and "boring-interesting" as indicative of the affective tone of the various

preinstructional competencies, it appears that the modules dealing with the

design of a concrete product (e.g, tutoring material,--games, and charts)

were recei.veimore positively than those dealing with the underlying com-
_

Tetencies presented in isolation (eL.g., concepf-analysiS, task analysis,

lesson planr4ng)._

3: Using the adjective pairs "useful-useless," "weak-powerful,"

"ineffective-effective," "irrelevant-releVant," "not personally helpful-

)
, personally helpful," "inaRpropriate-appropriate," "not beneficial-beneficial,"

rf

"impo7tant-qbmportant," "inefficientiedicient," and "valueless- valuable"
. - -

u
as i Hicative of the teacher trainees' perceptions of the utility of a

I .

. c*
'specific preinstructional dompetency, a similar pattern is suggested. The

skills related -to the design of a specific instructional material were

perceived to be more,useful than the generalized analytic skills.
A

4. The "novel=tradition" dimension consistently received the least

positive ratings, if novelty is considered desirablFf Most ratings were .

m dway=betWeen the Toles suggest g that-the trainees did, not consider the

competencie to be very different from the conventional ones with which
o

they were iladr*,,In amoSt al cases, however, the trainees rated a
.,i

ad weliked through the module.
..,

. .

competency' more. novel after they

t?
,

5. ,Ratings on the "expensive7inexpensiveWimehsion showed considerable, -.
a k .

..i:.,"

divergence, from ratings on most 'tither dimensions. The trainees changed
..

.1, .' 911

'faeit,Midg..considerably as a result of working through the individual
.

-,,,

c- .-:...., .: . .. ,:. .

modules. leVer, tWre was no.consisfent pattern ill-these rai
7

. / .

shifted, toward either pole/with equal frequTcv Y
. ( .

(t; 175
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Changes in Attitu Yes Tbward the Self-Instructional Format. As a part

of their pre- and posttest semantic differential scales, the trainees

received an, additional scale dedling with the general concept
.
of self

nstructional4materials. This scale was designed to measure changes in the

s'toward the5format o the instructional materials indO
4

pendent of the content .of the individual modules. ,,Figure 5.20 graphically
t

depicts the trainees' ratings on this semantic differentia$4scale before.

, and after working throughc all modules.

In general, the trainees' attitudes toward the self-instructional,

Ifoarlat shifted in the positiv direction. Nhe most notable shift was
i
in

v
c

I

the dimension of "traditional- novel." The trainees considered the self-
4

-'

instructional.fetmat much more:novel- than}. they-had llore using it On the

basis of trained and instructor comments this shift rbflects'the salience
1 '

6

of the portable teaching machine and the mediated 'component. The same
: ,-, 4, t

\.
4 --

0.1

perception the basis for a noticeable shift' toward the "costly:: Pole

in anoth item. There was a slight negative"shift toward irrelevance, but

the ifference was very .0)all. There was a marked negative shift toward

unclear" suggesting that the trainees missed the ability of the ,live iri

structorlipowould have immediately,clarifiedtheir problems in a'.conven-

<0

tional course.



$

0,

t:1

x'114 8

FIELD SITE ombined

WW1:Self- Instructional Materials

"PRE-TEST MEDIAN =- POST-TEST MEDIAN:

4 5

UNPLEASANT

USELESS

DULL

:LEAK

INEFFEC T7V

UNCLEAR

IRRELEVANT

Idealism ,

NOT PERSONALLY
HELPFUL/

INAPPROPRIATE

NOT BENEFICIAL

TRADITIONAL

UNIMPORTANT

BORING
e'

INEFFICIENT.

COSTLY

VALUELESS

,.
Fig. 5 . 0. ;Attitude Measurement Chart
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APPROPRIATE
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EFFICIENT
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SUMMARY
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b

The total package'testing of the preinstructional competencies progtam

involved testing the trainees' attainment of the specific behavioral objec-
,

Iives, their
*

changes in attitude tOmard the useof each competency and to-

`yrard the self-instructional mode of learning. Trainees' performances'on

individual applied testy were evaluated by the instructors at the two field
.

.-ites. When instruct ratings,were compared, a major discrepancy was found

between the performance of -the trainees.j.n these " teld sites. Trainees in

Rutland, Vermont, performed at the (good to exceptional) while

trainees in Thibodaux, Louisiana, performed at the. 2-3 le'vel (adequate to

acceptable). Explanations
- for this discrepancy include the unreliability

of the scoring scstem as well as differences between the two instructors

and the"two groups of trainees. There is a strong indication that the

materials are not as self- contained as:the earlier formative evaluations

seemea to suggest. Resultik. fr m the. attitude measurement were more con-
... _ .

,, ,,;: .

. . .

Vi;

, .
.

,

sistent betw ..11'the. two 6ites and they Appreared to be generally positive,
/ .

eodules'dealing.with the design of a Concrete product were generally,f0t±

tl

odived to be more interesting: and useful than those dealing with the under=

.,

lying theory. Trainees''attitude toward Self-instructon showed egdneral

k
, positive shift. -However, themodules were considererfV-B'e less,clear than

.

et, -

,k'')

'''anticipated.
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